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Park stresses communication skills at open forum

.
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K.C.snyder
Staty Writer

Last Tuesday, Chancellor John T.

arlc was the guest speaker'at an open
)rum, sponsored by the UMR chapter
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f ASUM. Despite the low turnout
:Iinton's State of the Union Address
las broadcast concurrently), Dr. Park
ada lotto say and alot'o fquestions to
nswer from a small, yet concerned
andful of students who managed to
.eep him on the spot for 1 1/2 hours.
1n preparing for the forum, Dr. Park
net with several corporate leaders to
;et their input on what employers ex·
,ect from engineering and science
:raduates. One of these persons was
)ickBowlman, '86, who owns his own
'ompany, Minnesota Instrument Cor>oration, which had sales of $12 milion last year. Mr. Bowlman said that
,eople entering the engineering
workforce need to be able to overcome
'acial and gender divisions in order to
cam how to work effectively, cre\lively, and professionally as team
nembers.
"The job market has changed from
what it was 20 years ago. Engineers are
no longer being hired by the dozen to go
lit in a comer and design something;

they are much· more
likely to be giving
oral and written
presentations which
require good comm unication skills,"

,

said Dr. Park. "Our
students need to
learn to become communicators; to write
better, to talk better."
To meet employ-

ers' needs in a
changing workplace;
UMR's administration is concentrating
on 2 main thrusts
whose effect it hopes
will prepare UMR
graduates for the future. In order to
implement this goal,
Dr. Park this fall created a Curriculum
Task Force, headed
by Bill Tranter. The
first thrust of the task
force is to fmd out
what we are teaching
and how.
"We need to be
preparing our engineers for problems of
the future because
that's what engineers are: problem-

Chancellor Park hosted an open forum last Tuesday.
There was a small but inquisitive crowd.

is to educate leaders in say, "we will change this," andplans to
engineering and sci- hold them to that promise in 3 years.
ence."
The group will host several excellent
The second thrust speakers such as Sheila Tabias, who
of the-task force is to has a lot to say on how to teach. Bill
fmd out.how UMR can Tranter, the chaimnan of the task force,
encourage and develop is due to give a report in one month.
After Dr. Park was done with his
leadership skills in its
students. An imple- . speech, he opened the floor to a quesmentation already in tion-and-answer session.
Q: Is the University considering
place at UMR is a service which compiles changing to a 5-year curriculum or
co-curricular tran- changing tonumberofhours it requires
scripts for students. a student to have in order to graduate?
A: No. If you compare lite time
Students need to practice ;their speaking in required to graduate from Mizzou,
orderto develop leader- you 'n notice that there really isn't that
ship, because engineers much difference between lIteirs and
need . more than just ours (4.7 yrs.). There should be no
technical expertise, question about the technical competence of our graduates, so we need to
said Dr. Park.
"I .want you to get have a comprehensive curriculum, althe bes\possibleeduca- beit a long one. Our graduates should
tion,andIwantUMRto be ready to learn and to "hit the ground
prepare YOIl to become running" when they enter the
leaders . . I need your workforce. We have been very successful in 1he past in preserving that
' feedbac'~:' said Dr.
reputation. I have received many comPark.
The Curriculum plirnents from employers about how
Task Force is currently clean the campus is: there's no trash
involved in a 3-year and no graffiti. Employers need only
program to fmd out the look at the clean campus to see that we
best curriculum in the have the mature, professional people
nation. The task force they are looking for.
Q: What about the theft and vanis also looking to
UMR 's faculty for help dalism that has taken place in computer labs?
indesigninganewcurThe group

ersSodetyofferssepaJtltescholarshipsforunive~ity

Class roll check sent to departments

7:00pm SUB Movie Series : RISKY BUSINESS.

ing. Admission by season ticket or $3 at the door.

graduate Scholarship.

8:00pm Chi Alpha MIg .• MiSS9uri .

and

104 ME
Noon: Ouistian Fellowship Bible Reading, Walnut
,I

6 OOpm MSM SpehUlkers Club Mtg.

7:00pm American Society of Civil Engineers Mtg .,

10:00am UMR men's and women's indoor track.

114 CE

Jayhawk Invitational, at Lawrence, Kan.

8:00pm Kappa Kappa Psi MIg.•321 Chern Eng

1:00pm UMR swimming. Mill~ Univetsity. at

!

Sunday

curriculum is in swface science subjects. A ward are
not necessary ba:sed on financial need.

5:30pm intetmural Manage.. MIg. & Badminton

7:00pm Associated General ContractotS MIg., 114

rios, Robert E. Myers, "Missouri Land Swveying

o~

Mining Engineers Mig., 204

McNutt
, 8:00pm Statfleet Mig. , Missouri

Walnut

6:30pm Voices of inspiration MIg.• TJ South

8:00pm Kappa Kappa Psi MIg., 321 ChemEng

12:3Opm Newman Scripture

8:00pm KMNR Station Mig., 107C ME Annex

8:00pm Tau Bet> Sigma MIg .• 315 ChernEng

2:30pm StuCo Lawyer. Walnut

9:00pm Blue Sab,.. MIg.

8:00pm College Republican MIg., 205 H-SS

5:45pm UMR women's basketball, Empori a State

Monday

9:00pm Arnold Air Society MIg., 208 Harris

10:OOam Qass roll check due in Registrar's Office

Financial Aid

University, Gale-Bullman Multi-Purpose Bui lding

6:30pm Alpha Phi Om.ga Mig., 206 Mcnutt
7:00pm ASQC Mtg., 20 I Eng Mgt Bid

8:00 PM 18th annual Remmers Special Artist/Lec-

PETER D. COURTOIS CONCRETE CON-

tare Series presents MargaretThatcher, Britain's first

STRUCTIONSCHOLARSHIPSTwo$ I,OOO(U.

woman prime minister, Gale-Bullman Multi-Pur-

S. ) awards a~ available through the ACI Con

pose Building.

c~te

ReseatCh and Education Foundation (Con

REF) for undergraduate study in concrete con

Noon Christian Campus Fellowship Bible Reading,

struction fo r the 1994-95 academic year.

Walnut

REQUIREM ENTS:

versity, Gale-Bullman Multi·Pu rpose Building

2:30pm Alcoholics Anonymous Mtg., Walnut

student in the United States orCanada. Thestudent

8:00pm StPat's Committee Mtg., ME Annex

6:30pm Association of Black Students Mtg. ,

7:30pm Lutheran Student Center Bible Study

7:45pm UMR men's basketball, Emporia State Uni-

These awards are open to any undergraduate
shall have achieved senior status in a fo ur-year or
longer undergraduate program in engineering, construction, ortechnology during the year for which the

8:00pm UMR Gaming Association, CE 317

awanls a ~ presented. The awan:l.s will be made on

8:00pm Koinonia Mtg., Maramec

Friday
to be announced, St. Louis

Tuesday
Noon Christian Campus Fellowship Bible Reading,
Walnut

Noon Christian Campus Fellowship Bible Reading,
Walnut

2:30pm Lattetday Saint Student Assoc. C1ass. 243
McNutt

.r

hours each semester during the period for

which the award is made.
The stu4ent must be a senior during the year for
is made (no"tnecessarily at the time

of application).

T~ripts., recommendations, ~d an ~Y
must be submitted as ,outlined on

S:3Opm Society of Wom~~ Engineers Mtg.,
MatamCC

3:30pm Trap & Skeet Mtg.• Bldg. T-2

the application

fonn.
APPUCAllON AV AIiABLEINTIlE

sro:

DENT FlNANCIAL AID OFFICE, G-I PARKER
6:30pm Koinonia Bible Study, CE 305

HALLCOMPLETED APPLICATIONS MUST

6:30pm Tau Bet> Pi MIg., CbE G3

THAN JANUARY 19,1994.

6:OOpmInteIVarsityChristian Fellowship Mtg" Mis.
soori

The studentmust have a course load of60rmore
c ~dit

~ which the award

3:00pm Gaming Associationo~n.gaming. I26, 139,
140 Chern Eng

the basis of demonstrated interest and abilityto work
in the field of concrete construction.

University of Missouri Boa rd of Cunttors Mtg, time

an acrt:dited undergraduate progmn and is enrrolled

-Theapplicantmustbeafull.timestudentinone

in a graduate program leading to a master', or Ph.D

of the a""",diu:dEACorCEAB progtvns listed for
the attended institution with at least one semester of

deg=.Awan!arenotnecessarilybasedonfinAnciai
need.

grades in theprogtvn by February 1,1994.

The submission deadline Is April IS, 1994.

- The applicant must be m:ornmended by his or

BE RECIEVED IN DETROIT NO LATER

Roy·N McBride Student loan/Scholarship
Applications fo the Roy N. McBride Student LoanJ
Schola~hipa~now available.

Thefund wiU provide

- High school and serUOfS are not elegihJe.

50 awards of$2000 each. Eachawan! is to oonsistof

1994 Awards: 1st Place: - $5,000; 2nd Place:

50% scholarship and 50% loan.

AplicadonDeadline postmar1<ed notlotor than
February 1,1994.

Noon Ouistian Campus Fellowship Bible Reading,

4:45pm Toastmasters Mtg., Missouri

ABET ot<:EAB.

cumulative gmde point average based on 4,0.

Program," Room 114 Civil Engineering
3:30pm Alpha Phi Alpha Mig., 204 McNutt

A graduate student may be elegible for an
AESF scholatsbip award ifhe or she bas oomplded

- $2,500; up to 25: - $1,000.
7:30pm Society

2:00pm Chinese Student Association Chinese Class

- 1pisawaCdisrestrictedtothosepursuingaBs

- The applicant must have a 3.30 minimum

7:00pm A1CbE Mig., G-3 SchmUc

or materials science program wb~re'lhe focus of:the

in engin~,ring in an institution accredited by fAC/

her department head.

!0:00am Babai Club Cbild=t's Class. CbE 125

II :3Oam Civil Engineering Graduate Seminar S..

of at lea¥ junior: ~ding in chemistry, chemical

student's l'". engineering, envirorunentalengineering, metallurgy ,

Requirements

7:00pm Phi Eta Sigma Mig, G-5 H-SS

to be announced, St Louis

demostrating ~ the.

techn,ology as ~rated to the applicants field of ~y.

CE

Thursday

An undergmduate student ~y app~ for apy aca-'

demic year when he or she will be an undergraduate

knowledge in processing and materials

7:00pmSUB ~~v ieSeries : Risky Busin.... I04 ME

University of Missouri Board ofCumtors Mtg., time

strate that their .training (or researcb) is related to
. plating an~ surface fini~g te~ologies . .

Walnut

Entries Due

ern State College, at SL JO$eph

'

ri-l~n thtistian Campus Fellowship Bible Reading;

5:30pm UMR worn",'s basketbal~ Missouri West9:00pm Arnold Air Society MIg .• 208 Harris

..

expe~c;nce, camp!lS, and~~ty_as:tivitics. and a

2:30pm StuCo Lawyer, Walnut

8:00pm College Republicans MIg.• 205 H-SS

'... II
:;
•
is given to specific courses of

written dissertation

8:00pm Tau Bet> Sigma MIg .•315 Ch~ Eng
5:00pm Kappa Alpha Banquet, UCE Cafeteria

.'

orcoUege undergT¥luatcsandgraduates who demon-

f

,11:30-5:3Opm Blood Drive, Centennial Hall UCE

Decatur,lli.

I:,

study. academic awards and honors received, work

Next
,Wednesday

Association of Black Students red, black, and green
attirt: show

recoSnkio~~of~ and~prc:sent'coilege scholastic
tic:ruu'~ achievem~;' and' 'fu~ 'potencial

Consideration also

Saturday '

7:00pm Etiquette Seminar

. •. ,.

These awards are for

- Recipients shall be juniors or seniors 'Nbo are

SPIN THE WHEEL OF MISFORTUNE
:WINPRIZES
:TEST YOUR KNOWLECGE OF ISSUES FACING TODAYS STUDENTS
WHEN: Wednesday,
WHERE:

Febuary 9, 10:30 - 4:00.
Student Health Fair, Miner Lounge, UC East

Sponsored by UMR Techs Peer Educators, a student organization dedicated to promoting
alcohol awareness and sexual responsibility among UMR Students.

APPLICATIONS FOR APPROPRIATIONS & EQUIPMENT FUND

r-tLouiSd!ollllhlp

NOW AVAILABLE

McBrilcSiudcmLoo"J
!ble. n,c fuo<ir.illplO\idc
E.di.itnI.b..... OC

IMPORTANT J\NNOUNCEMENTFOR ALL CAMPUS ORGANIZATIONS

blO.

Request packets for Club Appropriations and Equipment Fund may
be picked up at the StuCo Office starting Friday, January 21st (9:00 to
3:30). They are individually due by WEDNESDAY, February 9, 3:30
P.M. They may be turned in at the StuCo Office, 202 UCW, or may be
placed in the StuCo mailbox in UCW. For questions about Club
Appropriations, contact Scott Rutenkroger at the StuCo Office, phone:
341-4280, and for questions about the Equipment F und, contact Matt
Benz a t the StuCo Office.
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UMR STUDENTS
T-SHIRTS, SWEATSHIRTS,
JACKETS, BASKETBALL JERSEYS,
HATS, SHORTS

BIG SAVINGS

YOU CAN RECEIVE
.ON THESE AND THE MANY OTHER QUALITY
PRODUCTS KEY SPORT HAS TO OFFER BY
PLACING YOUR ORDER THROUGH KEY
SPORT'S STUDENT SALES REPRESENTATIVE
RATHER THAN AT KEY SPORT
IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IN SAVING MONEY
OR FINDING OUT MORE PLEASE CALL

SHAWN CRAIG
KEY SPORT STUDENT SALES REP
368-4111

WRITING SKILLS
IMPROVEMENT

.c

ac

.c

w

w

w

w

w

Freshman of the Year

The.l!M!
1IJIOUIlce'slrso!
studfIltOlganiza
The purpose of d
lhcunityofmanJ
understanding, 1
among the diver
oflheUMRean
tman~ of the Ba

LtheelimiJ
all kinds

2. undersu
, foundationofall
3.promotin
Illdwomen

4. the basi
mdreligion
5. il)e ne

sponsored by:

Academic Enhancement
Center

::::::.

guest speaker:

Christine Ryan
Resident Director, Thoma s Jefferson Hall
MA English

Learn quick strategies for improving your writing skills.
whether you're an engineer-to-be or a liberal arts
student.

TIuus., Febnuuy 3rd
7:00 pm

Brett Saunier
Theta Tau membars Tim Fanger and John Storte present Amanda
McBane wHh Freshman of the Year Scholarship.
Amanda McBane. daughter of jor in Biochemical Engineering and
Lawrence and Sheny McBane. of St. Life Sciences. She is also involved in
Joseph. Missouri. has been named several campus activities includini
Theta Tau Omega's "Freshman of Ihe Kappa Delta sorority. Panhellenic
Year". This is an honor given to a Council. Phi Eta Sigma honor fratersingle student at UMR who has exhib- nity. Delta Lambda. American instiited excellent leadership skills and ac- tute of Chemical Engineers. Society of
tive involvement on campus while women Engineers. Helix Club. UMR
maintaining high academic standards Goldminers Dance Squad. and reduring their Freshman year. The ' search assistant in !he chemistry deaward consists of a $250 scholarship partment. Theta Tau Omeia would
given by Theta Tau Omega Profesional likc to c:cIIljInIIIIat Amanda foc her
Eniinecrin& Fraternity.
outslaJldin& achievements and wish
Amanda is pursuina a double ma- her !he best of luck in \he future.
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Student Suggestions and Complaints and how they were handled for 93-94
StuCo
SOURCE

Thefollowing is a listofthecompla'ints
and suggestions that the Student Council has received. This list represents a
summary of the complaints we have
received . • The complaints that are in
bold have still not been resolved. Most
of these issues listed represent several
similar complaints. Some represent as
many as 40
individual complaints. A complete list
of complaints and suggestions compiled from last year's surgery is available on Gopher under Departments/
STUCO/Complaints-Suggestions.
Complaints and suggestions can
be submitted by calling the Campus
Complaint/Suggestion Line at 34 16421 or bye-mail at stuco@umr.edu.
Please specify if you want your comments kept confidential.
Suggestion: Could the library
hours be extended?
Resolution: Student Council
passed a resolution asking for increased hours. The librarian is sending
a proposal to the Chancellor to request
funding.
Complaint: The bleachers at the
football stadium are damaged and are

causing students to get fiberg lass in
their clothes and itch.
Resolution: The Athletic Director had the bleachers refinished to correct the problem.

It is not fair that engineering students
pay an Engineering Fee which goes
into the general budget of the university.
Resolution: When a limit was put on
how much UMR could raise tuition,
this fee was added as a way to get more
revenue without breaking the limit.
This fee is currently $30.60/crt hr for
all engineering classes.
This increased fee does not go directly to costs
in those classes, but it goes into the
general budget. Nothing has been done
by the university to change this.
Suggestion: Could studen ts
rollerblade on campus at nights?
Resolution: The Police Chief
was contacted. He said it was a liability for the university to allow students
to rollerblade, and the police were going to stop people from rollerblading.
This policy was backed by the Chancellor.
Complaint: Some campus buildings have their doors locked so students can not use the computer labs
even though the labs are suppose to be
open.

Resol ution: The university has
been contacted to see whatcan be done
about this issue. The problem is that
each computer lab must report that they
are going to be open before the building
will be kept open. Often computerlabs
are really closed when the buildings
are closed, but people with keys to the
building use the lab.
Complaint: The EE building
does not have handicapped parking
and other facilities for the handicapped.
Resolution: The University is
currently building facilities for the
h andic apped around the campus.
Handicapped students can get red permits from the University Police.
Complaint: The cost of books is
to high.
Resolution: Student Council has
started a program where students can
post ads to sell their books to other
students in the Miner to avoid the 20%
cut from the bookstore.
Complaint: It is not right for my
advisor to refuse to sign my schedule
when I qualify to take all the classes I
signed up for.
Resolution: This was brought to
an Academic Council Committee
made up only of faculty members.
They refused to take any action.

Suggestion: Why can't students
submit add/drops through the telephone registration system?
Resolution: The Registrar was
contacted about this issue. It would
most likely take a policy change to
make this possible.
Complaint: The new parking lot
designations are unfair to students.
The new parking lot designations are
confusing, and signs are not properly
posted.
Resolution: Vice-Chancellor
Neil Smith was contacted about the
problem. He indicated he would do his
best to correct the problems and work
with students.
Suggestion: Computers need to
be put in areas where students would
use them the most such as residence
halls and study areas.
Resolution : Proposals were
made to put new computers in the
residence halls, library, and the study
are in UCE. The proposals to the
residence halls and library have been
approved.

work and put infrared transfer devices
in CLC's _ The math department has
ordered cables to transfer information
to HP' s_
Complaint: The Black Culture
House is in a condition that is a disgrace to the University. Since it is
owned by the University, they should
take care of it.
Resolution: A resolution was
passed by Student Council demanding
that the University take some type of
action. Students Affairs is currently
considering a renovation proposal.
Complaint: Lighting on campus
is unsatisfactory.
Resolution: The campus safety
committee went on a lighting walk to
identify dark areas, and a professional
was brought to campus to evaluate our
lighting system. Several proposals are
currently being considered by Administrative Services.

Suggestion: If the University is
going to require HP calculators they
could at least provide software support
on the network.
Resolution: Suggestion have
been sent to the Computing Center to
establish a software library on the net-

SUB Movie of the week
If you are a Tom Cruise or Rebecca DeMomay fan you are going to
love next week's movie Risky Busj·
~. Tom Cruise is an affluent high
school student who wants to see
some action before he goes off to
college. When his parents leave for
a business trip, a bashful Tom Cruise
hire s a pros titute (Rebecca
DeMomay) for the weekend who
introduces him to sex and to a business proposition. After they turn his
family mansion into a brothel, gangsters move in and try to shut him
down.
The Films and Video Committee
is looking for new ideas for the upcoming semester. Since we have lost

Glory

a portion of our funding from TJHA,
it has become difficult to show a
movie every weekend and still get
good movies. The cmmittee did a
very good job picking the movies for
this semester despite the fm ancial
problems that they faced. One of the
ideas that has come up for this semester is to show only a quarter of
the movies, but to make them recent
releases. We could show ftlms like
Tombstone, Three Musketeers,
and other blockbusters but only have
around four ftlms a semester. So, if
you have an opinion, or an idea for a
movie come to the next F&V meeting, February 9th at 7:00 in the SUB
office.

from pageS

Panthers were a nation-wide organiza- Edgar Hoover, began to dissolve as
tion providing free food and medical police raids, gun battles, IRS investigaand legal services to the poor. David tions, trials, and prison terms deciHilliard breaks twenty years of silence ~ated their ranks. Covert tactics into provide farsthand accounts of Huey cluding infiltrators, provocateurs , and
Newton's shoot-{)ut, the killing of Fred ' disinforrnation campaign turned PanHampton, how money was raised and thers against one another. Whatever
spent, the sexual mores of the Pan- the government had not destroyed, the
thers, how illegal activities erupted Panthers flnished themselves.
and were controlled.
David Hillard, a vibrant voice
from our recent history, speaks eloWhatever their accomplishments
and failings, the Panthers, "the great- quently to the racial divisions in
est threat to the internal security of the America today.
country,' according to FBI director J.
r, ,
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Complaint: The infarmary needs
to provide doctors that are more accessible to students.
Resolution: This complaint was
brought before Student Affairs and the
Director of Infarmary. No action has
been taken yet.

see Complaints, page 10
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Miner ,l ook to bounce back from recent losses
Basketball
Soura!
ROLLA, Mo.-The University of
Missouri-Rolla men's basketball team
is looking for a change of luck this
week, as it takes on two opponents in
settings that have been rather unlucky
to Miner tearns in the past.
UMR, which fell to 10-6 overall
and 2-4 in the Mid-America
Intercollegiate Athletics Association
after losing twice on the road last week,
will open the week with.a home game
against Central Missouri State
Wednesday at the Gale Bullman
Multi-PurposeBuilding (7:45 p.m. tipoff). The Miners will then play Missouri Southern in Joplin Saturday
night.
It has been 13 years since UMR
has beaten Central at home or won at
Southern. In the opinion of head coach
Dale Martin, the fact that the Miners
will play two solid teams adds to the
challenge.
"I think our team is staI;ting to
understand what it takes to win on the
road at this level," Martin said. "That
will be a big factor for us this week
when we go to Missouri Southern. We
are hoping to continue the improvement we showed Saturday at Southwest Baptist and get the intensity level

up for Wednesday's game with Central."
The Miners put forth a solid effort
in their91-8610ss at Southwest Baptist
Saturday, which came offadisappointing performance in a 91-74 loss at
Pittsburg State three nights earlier. In
the seesaw affair Saturday, the Miners
stayed in the game with their threepoint shooting - UMRmade 11 shots
from behind the arc againstSBU - but
couldn't overcome the loss of five players to fouls. The Bearcats made 40 of
58 free throws in the game.
Tim Holloway (St. Louis!
McCluer) led the Miners with 19
points at Southwest Baptist, while
James Sinner (Mattoon, Ill.), the Miners' leading scorer at 14 points per
game, added IS. Holloway is averaging 12.6 points a game and also leads
the team in assists with 60, while Jamie
Brueggeman (Centralia, Ill.) is averaging 11.6 points and a team-high 5.S
rebounds a game.

UMR's opponent on Wednesday,
Central Missouri State, rallied from a
19-point deficit in the second half to
beat then-MIAA co-leader Northeast
Missouri State 85-81 Saturday. Corey
Williams had 19 points in the win for a
CMSU team led in scoring by guard

Tyrone Latimer at 19.4 points a game.
The Mules are 12-4 overall, 4-2 in the
MIAA.
"Central is coming off an impressive road win and I feel this will be a
toughgameforus to play," Martinsaid.
"This is a team that shoots the ball
well. Wehaveplayedwellonourhome
floor and I am looking for an outstanding contest."
Wednesday's game will also feature ahaIftime performance by the Bud
Light Daredevils, a touring slam-dunk
act that has entertained fans at many
professional and college arenas since
19S0.

Missouri Southern snapped a
three-game MIAA losing streak by
posting its highest point total of the
season in a 104-93 win over Emporia
State Saturday. The Lions, S-S and 24 in the MIAA, have one of the region's
top centers in 6-9 Chris Tucker, who
leads Southern in scoring and rebounding with averages of 19.9 and 11.3,
respectively. He had a total of 54 points
in two Lion wins over the Miners last
season. Terrance Sisson is also averaging 17.7 points for the Lions, including
a 26-point effort in the Emporia State
game.

Upcoming UMR home basketball games
Men's team
Thurs. Feb. 3, 8:00p.m. against Emporia State
Women's team
Thurs. Feb. 3, 5:45p.m. against Emporia State

Both games take place at the Gale-Bullman Multi-purpose Building

Cowboys and the NFC prevail Again
Brian Fortelka
Asst. Sports Editor

Super Bowl xxvm came down
to two teams headed on a collision
course for world supremecy. The
Dallas Cowboys, champions of the
NFC and defending Super Bowl
champs, came to Atlanta as heavy
favorites to repeal The Cowboys
brought their league MVP and third
consecutive rushing crown winner,
Emmitt Smith to dispell any doubts
about their Super Bowl drive.
Emmitt was the sparkplug of an
offense that had a wide array of
weapons. Along with a vaunted
running attack, the Cowboys brought
sharpshooter quarterback Troy
Aikman who could pick apart any
oppositions defense. Most of all
though, the Cowboys brought their

over a game and dominate, it was a
thing the Bills would become weary
of. The Champions of the AFCl had
been in this situation before. This
was the Bills fourth straight Super
Bowl appearance, so they knew how
to handle the hype and hoopla of the
big game. The Bills too brought
their own running back, Thurman
Thomas, who was ready to turn it on
and try to improve his last Super
Bowl performance. The Bills
brought the vengance of the AFC,
nine straight Super Bowl losses to
the NFC was wearing heavy on their
minds. But most of all, the Bills
brought a three game jinx, a Super
Bowl record three straight losses.
The Bills were ready to make Super
Bowl xxvm theirs, the only thing
standing in their way was a dominate
Dallas Cowboy team.
The fll'st half, the Bills actually
stayed with the Boys, no thanks to
the not so sure hands of Thurman

up twice and watched most of the
second half from the bench. The
Dallas defense proved too much for
the K -Gun hurry up offense of the
Bills. The defense smothered the
screens and shovel passes that the
desperate Bill offense threw at them.
There was little doubt after two
quick second half touchdowns by
Dallas. Emmitt looked impressive
on a 61 yard seven rush drive that
sent Buffalo gasping for air. After it
was all over there was little doubt
ablut who would recieve the MVP,
Emmitt won the hearts of his
teamates and fans everywhere with
his galant rushing.
Buffalo fans can only say what a
great try, while the all the fans that
jumped on the Cowboy bandwagon
can vask in the shine of the Lombardi
Trophy. Jinuny Johnson tuned this
team into a wrecking machine. The
only question is whether or not the
Cowboys will go for three, Thell'
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Blues

on roll aft_~r big trad';-F~~I
~

T ravis Dunnington

previously skyrocketing hopes for a
worked their tails offonanightly basis,
Stanley Cup Championship had taken
the.i r diminishing skills, which were
quite a blow with the loss of these three
never that spectacular in the first place,
Staff Writer
"gutty" guys.
made them perfect candidates for a
glued to my TV last Sunday
Despite urging from many that they
trade. In other words, " You can teach
night watching yet another riveting should forfeit the rest of their games,
a scorer to grind but you can't teach a
episode of "I Witness Video" and con- the Blues actually went out and played
grinder to score." In a few years Sutter
templatingjust how I, too, could profit the scheduled game on Monday night
and Butcher will be retired and Bassen
from other's hardships through the use in Anaheim. Even though sorely rnisswill be long since forgotten while
of a camcorder, I was rudely inter- ing the "skills" of the three gritty guys
Steve Duchesne propspers as on of the
rupted by the desperate cries of Chan- the Blues actually won the game. Well
league's best offensive defensemen.
nel 5 sports director Mike "Mookie" it was only the Mighty Ducks, and the
This trade is reminiscent of the one that
"Mookie", while acting as ifhe Blues would surely miss the gritty
sent aging Bemie Federko and Tony
was reporting on impending Armaged- three the next night when they took on
McKegny to Detroit for burgeoning
don, informed the viewrs that the SI. one of the NHL's toughest teams, the
All-Star Adam "Adi" Oates.
Louis Blues hadjustcompleted a major Vancouver Canucks. But the grittyIn one fell swope Blues General
trade sending Garth Butcher and for- less Blues took all the punishment the
Manager Ron Caron has assembled the
wards Bob Bassen and Ron Sutter to Canucks could dish out in battling to a
leagues best trio of offensive
the Quebec Nordiques for defenseman 3-3 tie. A few months earlier, with
defensemen (Duchesne, Phil Hously,
Steve Duchesne.
Bassen, Butcher, and Sutter wearing
and Jeff Brown, if he isn't traded) whil
SI. Louis sportsfans immediately the Bluenote, the team had lost misernever touching the team's considerable
took to the streets in fits of rage. Many ably to the Canuck by a score of 3-0.
core of talented players. Looking at the
SI. LouisartS couldn't undrstand how "Doesn't mean anything. Wait till the
Blues for next year, it is not too inconthe Blues could possibly part withthese playoffs when checking is at a preceivable to think that they might very
three guys. "We gave away the back- mium," was the retort of the Garth
well have six 80 point players
of our team!", exclaimed one of Butcher fan club.
(Duchesne, Housley, Brown, Hull,
Blues players. 'W e'llnever be able
Well I delight in telling people
Shanahan, and Janney.) The most exclear anyone from the crease! ", what they don't want to hear and with
citing prospect however, is that having
shouted an irate fan. "They were all this in mind I say a respectful good
all six of these players healthy by the
good guys!", clamored a man from riddance to the three grinders. It is a
end of the season. If these guys can
South St. Louis namedPaulie. "Who in real shome that the tearful Ron Sutter
begin to click together. and a few of the
hell is Garth Butcher?" , asked an and Garth Butcher will have to uproot
other players can assume. the roles left
bystander caught in the the4: farnili~s and move to Quebec but
vacant with the departure of the three
the watering hole fracus. It this is a business and,both know very muckers , and it won'tbethattoughofa
as though the "fans" were im- well the risks jnvolyed in playing pro- task, the Blues might just have a
mediately disappointed with the trade . fessional sports ~ they are ~so, well chance this year. And, to Paulie from
We had given up our three best players versed in its rewards (to the tune of - South SI. Louis, rm not just talking
and gotten one little "Frenchy" in re- $500,000 + perye; }Tfte truth is that about a first round upset of the Chicago
turn. In the eyes of some, the Blues" although all three plliy6ts -always _Blaekha.wlfs;,
.( ....
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INDOOR TRACK :
Craig
Sorensen (Bonner Springs, Kan.) vias
the standout performer for the University of Missouri-Rolla' indoor track
team in its first meet of the season
Saturday in Columbia. Sorensen, a
senior, cleared 6-fee~, 10 3/4-inches in
the high jump to win the event in the
Missouri Sport Shake InvitatioIiaI and
met the provisional qualifying standards for the NCAA Division .II national meet as well.
~

Sorensen's jump also broke his
own school record, which he set last
season while competing at the national
mee!.
Sorensen and tl)e other members
. of the team hope to continue performing well Friday when it takes partin the
Arkansas Indoor Invitational in
Payetteville, Ark.
On Saturday , the Miners and
Lady Miners received a number of
solid performances on their opening
weekend of indoor competition. For
the men, high jumper Jason Carter
(Harrisonville) finished fourth in the
highjump at 6-4 3/4, while the distance
medley team of Steve Young (House
Sprin~s/Northwest), Brandon Graham
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cWy~dotte, Okla.), Ryan Unterreiner
(St. Louis/parkway North) and Kevin'
Schwalje (Rolla) also took fourth in 1\
time of II :08.88.
Allan Plank (Dixon) finished ~
in the long jump at 19-feet,

I

INDOOR TRACK (con!.): 3/4!
inch, while teammate David Boles
(Kansas City/Ra~ore-Peculiar) fin
ished right behind him at 19-0.
Schwalje posted a sixth-place finish in
the mile in 4 :35 .52 while Chris

l

Wildschuetz (Florissant/Hazelwood
Central) also finished sixth in the
I ,OOO-meters in an even three minutes.

~I

On the women's side, only two
Lady Miners placed among the top six
in any event.
Becky Wil son
(Kirkwood) had two of those firtishes ,
taking third in the mile in 5:24 .85 and
fifth in the 3,OOO-meters in 10:50.67.
Leta Thomas (St. Louis/Riverview
Gardens) had afme performance in the
long jump, taking third with a top
distance of 17-feet.
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Future water t reatme nt plants
may be built to withstand floods
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ROLLA, ¥o. -- The aftennath of
the flood of 1993 has convinced a University of Missouri-Rolla researcher
that new appro.aches may be necessary
to keep water treatment facilities from
being shut down during floods .
Dr. Dee Ann Sanders, an instructor
in civil engineering at UMR, is studying ways to design water and wastewater treatment facilities so they can stay
operational even during flooding.
Sanders is doing research through a
$50,000 grant from the National Science Foundation's Small Grants for
Exploratory Research program.

Sanders hopes to detennine why
structures fail during flooding and how
to correct them.
"Conventional solutions have been
to elevate the plants or build levees
around them so flood water can't get to
them," Sanders says.
But these methods didn't work very
wel1 during last summer's floods ,
which caused extensive damage to
water and wastewater treatment plants
in the Midwest. As a result of the
flooding , some cities were without
water and sewage disposal operations
for weeks. "Our goal is to make design
changes in the facilities to minimize
the flood damage so they won't be shut
down completely," Sanders says .
Damage occurs to the treatment
units inside the levees even when the
levees hold. "Most water and wastewater treatment plants are constructed
using large, in-ground tanks. During a
flood , even if the plant is protected by
alevee, the ground inside the levee will
be completely saturated," Sanders
,

says . "This cancause the tanks to begin
to float, causing major structural damage. Other types of damage can occur
as well," she adds.
Sanders' research "will also involve the economic, hwnan health and
environmental impacts of the disruption or failure of those facilities," Sand- .
ers says.
Federal laws, including the Clean
Water Act and the Resource Conservation and Recovery Act, require water
and wastewater facilities to be built
outside lOO-year floodplains. ''But
these are the only federally-mandated
compliances for flood events," Sanders
says. "Since rivers are the source of
water for most cities and the point of
discharge for most wastewater treatment plants, these facilities are always
going to be located near rivers. I'm
convinced that changes in the design of
water facilities must be made for the
benefit of our health and our environment," she adds.
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Private pilot
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ROLLA, Mo. - The University of
.. Missouri-Rol1a department of mechanical and aerospace engineering
and engineering mechanics is sponsoring a private pilot ground school this
spring through continuing education.
The course will be held from 6:309:30 p.m. on Mondays, from March 7
through April 25 , in the Meramec
Room of the University Center-East on
the UMR campus.
The fee for the course is $95 and
I enrollment is limited to the first 20
• registrants.
•
The course will be taught by Dr.
Robert B. Oetting, UMR professor
• emeritus of mechanical and aerospace
I engineering and engineering mechan• ics.

For more infonnation, contact
• Continuing Education, 119 ME AnI nex, UMR, Rolla, Mo. 65401, or call
~,.(3 1 4)

341-4200.

THE FOURTH ANNUAL UMR
UNDERGRADUATE RESEARCH SYMPOSIUM
WtLL BE HELD ON
MARCH 23, 1994
1:00 P.M. TO 4:00 P.M.
MERAMEC ROOM
UNI~ERSITY CENTER-EAST
CATEGORIES INCLUDE:
ENGINEERING/COMPUTER SCIENCE
MATH/SOCIAL SCIENCES/ART
CASH PRIZES:
FIRST PLACE, $1,500
SECOND PLACE, $950
THIRD PLACE,$45O
FOURTH PLACE, $250
15-MINUTE ORAL PR~SENTATION, 5,-MINUn:
DISCUSSION PERIOD
SEE YOUR DEPARTMENTAL OURE COORDINATOR
FOR ENTRY FORM
BASIC ENGINEERING - Dr Douglu carroll
CERAMIC ENGINEERING - Dr. Robert Moo,..
CHEMICAL ENGINEERING - Dr. Nell Book
CHEMISTRY - Dr. Gary Bort .. nd
CIVIL ENGINEERING - Dr. Richard Bohr
COMPUTER SCIENCE - Dr. Bru"" Me Millin
ECONOMICS - Dr. WaHor Johnson
ENGINEERING MANAGEMENT - Dr. Richard DuBroff
ENGLISH - Dr. EII .. beth Cummins
GEOLOGICAL & PETROLEUM ENGINEERING - Dr. cary McConnoll
GEOLOGY & GEOPHYSICS - Dr. Richard Hagnl
HISTORY & POLITICAL SCIENCE - Dr. Larry Gragg
LIFE SCIENCES - Dr. Nord Ga'"
MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS - Dr. cath.rlna Riordan
MATHEMATICS - Dr Loon Hall
MECH ENGR oJ. AERO ENGR & ENGR MECH - Dr. D. C. Look
METALLURGICAL ENGINEERING- Dr.Mark Schleslngar
MINING ENGINEERING - Dr. Jorry Tlon
NUCLEAR ENGINEERING - Dr. Arvtnd Kumar
PHILOSOPHY & LIBERAL ARTS - Dr Richard Mlllor
PHYSICS - Dr. Don Sparlin
PSYCHOLOGY - Dr. Donald Sharpot.. n
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UM-Rolla offers bachelors de- UMR gets grant for
grees in Management Systems $12,5'00 from Exxon
News Services
SOURCE

Management Systems is an interdisciplinary bachelor of science degree
program at UMR. Concentrations of
courses are taken in Computer Science, Economics, Engineering Management and Psychology. The
program's emphasis on applying computer science makes it a natural
complement the UMR's technological
tradition.
There are 35 student; now majoring in management systems at UMR.
At the December commencement, the
first management systems major
graduated. He got an excellent job
working at Wal-Mart Information Systerns Division. Seniors in the program
have co-oped with organizations like
IBM, McDonnell Douglas and Ako
Controls.
1n the Management Systems curriculum, students take 24 hours of computer science, including basic programming, file processing and data
structures, and move on through advanced courses looking at operating
and data base systems and computer
networks. Students getstate-of-the-art
knowledge of computer science and
hands-on experience working with
mainframe computers, sophisticated

•
"

workstations, as well as PCs.
To learn about the human side of
organizations, students iake introductory courses in psychology and advance
to courses which examine the essential
elements in understanding how humans relate to each other and the technology they use. The methods for
measuring human behavior learned in
these classes are useful tools in monitoring and improving quality.
Courses in basic and advancedeconomic theory, as well as electives in
specific areas, have been designed to
provide students with and understand·
ing of domestic and global
decisionmaking. Learning to comprehend complex quantitative problems
containing many variables, and complicated relationships among the variables, is valuable experience and
complements the linear reasoning involved in computer programming.
Management Systems majors will
also elect to specialize in one of five
areas: business, fmance, human relations, international affairs or thepllblic
sector. Each specialty uniquely prepares students for increasing demands
for specialized knowledge. Presently,
most 'students are specializing in business.
>The interdisciplinary nature of the
program itself encourages students to
understand the perspectives of the different disciplines and to synthesize
knowledge across the disciplines. The
flexibility honed in interdisciplinary
study will enhance students' ability to

solve novel and complex problems.
The fact that the curriculum taps
liberal arts disciplines so heavily is a
noteworthy innovation in undergraduate business education. The key function of management is problem analysis and solution, Therefore, curricula
which focus on working with ideas,
communication and problem solving in
a variety of contexts, rather than learning a set of skills and applying them
routinely, is a sound way to prepare the
business person of tomorrow.
1n today's world, the potentials of
technology and humanity have come to
depend on each other as never before.
Rapid advances inmodem information
technology have overwhelmed the capacity of many organizations to effectively and efficiently utilize the technology. Often, the significant limitations are not in the technology itself,
but in the human organization. It is no
longer adequate to incorporate information technologies without relying on
the talents of those skilled in the technology and knowledgeable of human
capacities and limitations. The Man- :
agement Systems Program uniquely
prepares students in both human and
technical areas so they can better meet
the challenge of today and tomorrow.
lf you would like mOre information
about this degree, call 341-4184,come
by 106 Harris Hall or send electronic
mail to C5213@umrvmb.umr.edu. If
you are currently a UMR student, it
requires a 2.5 OPA to transfer into
Management Systems.

News Services
SOURCE

The University of MissouriRolla has received a $12,500 grant
from Exxon USA to support UMR
educational programs.
UMR may use the funds to
supplement a variety of educational
programs. Past Exxon grants have

supported scholarships, field trips,
visiting speakers, equipment purchases, student and faculty travel to
professional meetings, and other academic projects designed to attract
quality students.
UMR is one of 100 colleges and
universities to receive the grant.
Exxon contributed $1.7 million in
grants to these campuses through this
year's program.
Exxon awards the grants to institutions which offer degrees in fields
from which the company recruits future employees.
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News Services
SOURCE

Complaints
Suggestion: The university
needs to consider building a new outdoor _track at the football field.
Resolution: 11ris suggestion is
currently being considered by the athletic director and administrative services.

from page 6
cleaned out the drains to solve the
problem.

G

Suggestion: The University
should establish a point system with
otherrestaurants other than'Domino's.
Resolution: This possibility is
still being considered.

Complaii:!t: The university needs
to help stud~nts who need day care for
theu- 15$ildreh. ·.,' .
,ResQlution:",A ' University committee has been ~rganize<l to investi·
gate options' on how this can be done.

engineering.

I'

Suggestion: Students in Fresh·
man Engineedng should be allowed to
choose an advisor in their department
if they already know their m ajor.
Resolution: Students who are in
their third semester and are still in the
Complaint: The TJ tunnel is full 'Freshman Engineering program can
of mud. .
change advisors. However nothing has
Resolution: Physical facilitie s been changed for first year students.
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Rolla, MO 65401
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For more information contact !·
Greg Morrow (Meat Man) at
(364-8115)
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1720 NORTH BISHOP ROLLA, MO 65401
TELEPHONE: 341-3800
JOy SULLIVAN OWNER/STYLIST
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GET MONEY FROM YOUR UNCLE INSTEAD.
Your Uncle Sam. Every year Army
awards scholarships to hundreds
of talented students. If you qualify,
these merit-based scholarships can
help you pay tuition and educational

Rare

fees. They even pay a flat rate for textbooks and supplies. You can also receive
an allowance of up to $100Q each
school year the scholarship is in
effect. Find out today if you qualify.

ARMY ROTC
TIE SMIITEST COLJ.EGE COURSE YOU CD Tm.
For detailS; visit Room 306, Hatris.Hall or call

341-4744

.

Sunny Wall Flowers
1109 Pine
364-3161
Free Valentine Balloon
with Delivery on Feb. 13

Wednesday, February 2, 1994
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BERMAN by Jenl

C HA 0 S by Brian Shuster
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PuBLIC 5ERV,cE ANNOlJNCE.MENT ~ 7:
fRIEND5 DON'T LET FRIENDS TALK
ABoVT THEIR CATS
wHY, YES, /'D kaYE To
HEAR YET ANoTHER
HEART- WARMING
AWECDoTE ABOUT

PUFF. OH,REALLY

~I

HE LIkES
CfUNKLEY

:. ':',

4Tbn

C>

THING5?
NO""
HE.'5 LITTER
BOX TRAINED

ALREADY?

Dave
by David Miller
, CDUL.O ~1'Ne Sl"EN

'" COWBOY'!

, c cuL.O HAVE S£EN
A cop,!

I GOUl..D HAVE BE.EN
A CONSTRUC.TlON

, COOeD HAve SeeN
.A BIKe\: ,!

IA

DAI!N I ,,'S THAT
"VIl.lACi&" peopL.e"

I7R1:AI"I AC:A IN .I
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Captain Goatee's weekly revie
, .

Captain Goatee .
StatTWrlter

,

This week: Swervedriver drives, The
Wonder Stuff stuffs, Redd Kross
crosses, and Private Moustache goes
behind enemy lines for a report on Tom
Waits.
.. Hello goat fans. I'd like to remind
you all that just because your friend has
a goat, it doesn't mean he's ~ Captain. I mean, did Clark Kent wear
tights off duty? Well okay. Whenboy
photographer Jimmy Olsen asked him
to pull on the tights and pose, he did. I
even have the pictures, but that's not
the point. The point is that you
shouldn't assume any old goat is the
Captain's Goat. Some poor goat wearers have been accused of being the
Captain, and that's not nice. Just be
sure to check your facts and avoid
labelling an innocent bystander as
Captain Goatee. Thanks.
New to the column this week is my
somewhat hairy companion, Private
Moustache. General Beard wanted me
to get him some experienceso I sent tlie
good Private on a specialreporton Tom
Waits, and here's what he returned
with ...

•

i'

,f~

Private
Review

Moust~cl}e's

Tom Waits
The Black Rider
Island (1993)
9 moustaches
Hello out there in Captain Goatee
land. This is your old buddy, Private
Moustache, you know, disappearing
delusions and all that jazz. Well, anyway, the Captain was nice enough to let
me do a review of the new Tom Waits
album, The Black Rider. The first time
I ever heard any Tom Waits I was
sitting in my room coming off of a
psychedelic experience on LSD. My
friend had taped me off some stuff, and
on the extra space at the end of the tape
he put a couple of Waits songs. Tom's
voice sounds like an old fat black man,
but actually, he is a scruffy little white
man. You might have seen him play
the weird guy iD. the asylum in last
TuesdaY'sfllm,~. Wait's music
in the 70s can be described as a mix
betweenjazz and blues. He sang gruffy
fast jazz songs, as well as ballads accompanied by himself on piano. In the
80s, Waits must have taken some
psychedelics himself. His music still
contained the usual ballad and progressive blues, but was overtaken by sitar,
accordion, and wild percussion. In the
90s, Waits continues to take another
turn with, The Black Rider.
Waits worked with Robert Wilson
and William Burroughs on the album,
wMch was recorded in Hamburg, Germany and Cotati, California. In Germany, Waits worked with "TheDcvil's
Rhubalo Bud." The music on Ibe

/'

Album Review
Swervedriver
Mezcal Head
A&M Records (1993)
8 goatees
Mezcal Head marks the first full
length
U .S .
release
from
Swervedriver. I thought they might be
a "punk band" because of their name,
but I was wrong. Swervedriver is actually the latest swirling noise and 70' s
not really retro band from the UK.
Yes, Swervedriver is another one
of these crazy UK fuzz bands. But,
unlike most of their peers,
Swervedriver is on the mark. ~
lkall isn't the same old thing. By
forging the ground somewhere between Ride, the Charlatan's U.K., and
Teenage Fanclub, the "Swervies" (as
described in their press release) have
created a sound offuzzy distortion, pop
purity, and swirling melodies.
It's obvious that Swervedriver
isn't into being just another faux retro
band from the UK. For instance, there
aren't any Hammond organs to be
found on Mezcal Head. Instead, you
get driving guitars and a constant roll:ing rbythnL Thi. is a guitar bIIIId

without question. There's a nice pace·
to this album thaI I've missed in many
other bands. Swervedriver walks on
the right side of the "shoe gazer" line.
:The music remains alive while relaxing you back iflto a head nodding daze,
and the lyrics fmd their way out of the
mix and into your ears. Swervedriver
avoids falling into textbOOlc excursions
, through your subconscious and comes
·o ut after you.
The combination of a blurred
sound, an aggressive style, and wellwritten songs succeeds. Swervedriver
has made a winner with Mezcal Head.
The best songs on the album include
the stirred up pop of "A Change is
.Gonna Come" and the slow and trippy
"Duress". Mezcal Head isn't necessarily the album for everyone, but it
will be a favorite of a lot of people.
They ride a wave that's darker and
more guitar oriented than their "one
name" UK peers, and they stand.out by
focusing on the song rather than just
psychedelic buzzing.

Album Review
The Wonder Stuff
Construction for the Modern Idiot
Polydor/Polygrarn (1993)
6 Goatees
Well, all bands grow j1p',_ ~d I
guess The Wonder Stuffh8d io·growup
also. Unfortunately, the guys are still
on their way out of musical puberty.
Their whole press sheet is devoted to
this progression and even states
"Miles' lyrics are as confrontational as
ever, but with an increased sense of
unflinching realism that s distinctly
rooted in harsh adult experience."
Come again?
What they're trying to say is that
songs like "30 years in the Bathroom"
have changed into songs like "I Wish
Them All Dead." Looking back at the
careers of many bands, it often goes
this way. A group starts out as very
loose, irreverent. and introspective,
they grow a bit and write se.rious songs
which miss their mark a bit, and then
they fmd a happy medium where they
hit their stride and figure out that both
are fme. Well, The Wonder Stuff is
still in that transitional stage where
they feel like they are trying to shed
their youth.
The Wonder Stuff is trying to hard.
They are only a five piece band, but the
music has too much going on. This is
definitely a production flaw. There are
horns added like an orchestra arrangement to "Hot Love Now!" and hand·
claps added to "Full of Life (Happy
Now)" without adding to the music.
The extra sounds are laid on top of an
already full sound of violin and guitars
and rolling drums. The sound is labored and doesn't fall into an easy
groove. And the guitar is often set on
the "wacka wacka"f'Theme from
Shaft" effect. I find it hud to listen to
a song that uses "Shaft" guitar, but

maybe. ~at's JUS! me.

.

~

_t~

album was prOOucCci by a variety of '
different instruments, including; organ, bassoon, clarinet, cello, french
hom, saw, guitar, etc .. lf you enjoy
listening to whatever the latest hit on
the radio is, don' t bother buying Ihis
CD. It is for serious music listeners
only. William Burroughs wrote the
words to a few of the songs ';;'d even
sings on "T'ain't No Sin." Burroughs
also came up with the general idea, and
text, of The Black Rider. When you
open up the bOOklet and read along
with the words you find that the story is
your basic evil-- somebody' goes down
to the crossroads and makes a deal-story. The title track barks, "Anchors
away with the Black Rider \ I'll drink
your blood like wine \1'11 drop you off
in Harlem with the Black Rider \ Out
where the bullets shine \ And when
you're done \ you cock your gun \ the
blood will run \ like ribbons in your
hair." All of the music on the CD is
intricate and plays an important part of
sening the mood for the story. Sometimes morbid, and sometimes like a
marching band of bones. One _song
even sounds like a Johnny Cash song.
By the time you get to the song, "Russian Dance," you are ready for a Russian Dance, (Francis Thumm and Joe
Marquez play boots on this song).
The album has 20 songs and each
takes the concept of music ,one step
further. What Tom Waits does with the
large variety of instruments is incredible: Again, to the virgin ear that can
not tolerate something that sounds just
alittle bit out there, beware. I give the
new CD 9 moustaches. It's worth the
price just to hear William Burroughs
sing, "T'ain't no sin to take off your
skin \ And dance around in your
bones."
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The Wonder Stuff seems to hold so ing guitars and lifted choruses.
.Iood ....
much potential in their sound. The last for Love" has that 60's kind of .r~"'"
J
3 songs on Construction fOf the Mod- that make you wonder what,.. Rt<ii... m"''''''
s:ml!1ill1 show a much more,matured have happened to Brian Wilson U SoJIo1.... "'"'"
bl!l1d than the rest .of the album. ,. A had listened to a little Led Ze
be.,..;Jo
Great Drinker" starts out slow and Motorhead inStead of become
",ybe~
bursts out at small parts. It's the funny, Wilsonthepsychopopstar. (or
. },jdaf<t,G-lP
AJ
dark, and sarcastic take on a drunk and· thing like that.) Then "Ms.
aJj:<.101C>1
the troubles he causes the world. The Evans" hits you with an "Ob ~ . . ...
song succeeds because the lyrics are you're so fine" hand clap breakllli~ oppIi<"'.,mniI
"
both silly and serious and the music fits opening lyric "It \s OK to be slUJiio""l'filooJId be . (
••~"Ih<
the mood of the music. · "A Great everyone else is."
Drinker" comes alive. The next two
Regardless of place in music:. ofMin5.,.)dtUil
sgngs, "Hu~h" and "Sing the Absurd," tory, Redd Kross is a band with ..
FeiJrIIJI1 1, 1~
also work forme. What separates these modem clout. In an age wflr
three songs from the rest is that they "grunge" has started to mean 1IIlJ~
aren't c1uttered. The band keeps it label acts making raw (i.e. a"'-l u~TE scHOL,
simple. The best track of the album is underproduced junk) records aud~
cAND R
an unlisted track after the last three that ing to be "pure" to their music,1I osPHERI cso
marries a flowing violin and acoustic Kross gives us Phasesbifter. It'll DHYDROLOGl .
guitar in the front of the mix. It amazes grunge. It's not punk. It'snot~pc.iSo<iIlY
me that The Wonder Stuff hides these retroreally. It'sjusthardandlila h""~ ";'"
tracks at the end of the Construction for straightforward. Sure they
<if.l~"'cI
the Modern Idiot
from The Beatles and the BeacbBa "",,",", "''''
I wish the first 3/4' s of the album but who in their right mind hasn'O ' .
I\oIpoC'iv
were the same the last bit I keep quote their presspack, "Redd • ,,. ";"
of "n" IOeric
listening to bulk of Construction for the always stay true to punk and
Modem Idiot in hopes that it will even- gum." I don't think you could dcsak 11, "1<111'.1)', ",d
_",CIl~·
tually grow on me. The songs all have the band any better than that.
~.'l'P1r.
a strong potential hiding beneath·them,
l;mn1!Y:
but with the exception of the fmal song,
the music refuses to spark anything in ..
me. Hopefully, their next album will Next week: Guns and Roses dueil . 1bcir;:.;crY""m,
):>e the masterpiece the last few songs with the Ramones in th!; battleofl t r"'''''IOri5oflll>
.}J,int at.
?"~
cover bands. Sounds like fun... 'S""'",,,,,,,,,,
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Album Review
Redd Kross
Phaseshifter
This Way Up!Mercury (1993)
8 Goatees
I'm not sure if I should feel like a
fool or not Their bio says that Redd
Kross h~s been an influe~ce on
Thurston Moore (Sonic Youth) and
R.E.M. and has spawned members of
both the Circle Jerks and Black Flag.
Plus, the core of the band, Jeffrey and
Steven McDonald started playing
when they were 13 and 9 years old in
the 70' s and had their frrstalbum out by
1978. Does this mean Redd Kross is
another one of those bands like Big
Star which influenced every musician
in the world but no one has ever hear

of!
I doubt it. But that doesn't change
the fact that they make some pretty cool
music. While their punk background is
apparent on Phaseshifler, growing up
in the same lown as the Beach Boys
apparently had an effect too. Sometimes their music is slow, grungy,
heavy, and loud. Other times it's pop,
heavy, and loud.
"Jimmy's Fantasy" seems 10 be a
homage to the sexy stories of Led
Zeppelin's back slage exploits. It's a
Poppy little tune which gets up and
goes like a 3S0 pound line hKkcr.
"Huge Wonder" mentions Ax! Rose in
it and features shaking and
guitars along with a drawn out, "She'.
IOHavy,"Batlc-typcmdin,ofdroa,

screamm,

.

Goatee Rating SyStem
10 - Phenomenal
9-8 - Excellent
7-6-Good
5 - Acceptable
4-3 - Poor
2-1 - Landfill Material
o - So terrible, you must have iL
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enoouraged to apply. ~ applicant must provide

OWFN-GEHRT, SCHOLARSHIP CHAIR, PR

intensive examination of early American history,

tree in ""incering, and .ball be pe""'" of good

evidence of acceptance as a full-time student at an

2M BOX 475, EXCELSIOR SPRINGS, M064024

architecture, decorative art. museum interpretation,

NSEP Gradua~ Fellowship Program; Universal

~-, hi&h integrity, and oommon sense, and

accredited US wtitution at the time of the award.

and museum operations.

North Building; 1875 Coonectian Avenue, NW;
Washington, DC 20009-1202. Telephone: 21)2.884-

has !hat 6O's~' ,.ve a,ood """ of applied engineering.
·Acumulativepof3.00
: you Wonder w 1If.
JeJI~ 10 Brian W~ \ .R<cipicnts mUll have fUlancial need

~.Io ali1tle Led ~

. Students who received an award this year will

Candida~ must be US

citizens or hold permanent

DREN, The AdmissiorlS/Student Fmanciai Aid

grams at Historic Deetfield, will di=t the 1994

8000 or 1·800498-9360. Fax: 202-884-8400.

Office wishes to make 5bJdents aware of the Crane

program. Hewill share teaching responsibilities with

The deadtlne for ~pl o(appllcations by AED

Fund for Widows and Cbildren. This progrun is:

visiting lectures as well as the

Forapplication,pleue write: American Mete0-

:PlYchoJlOpstar,
App1icaliON may be picked up in the Student
, thal) Then"!.Is iinaDCial Aid 00'.,., G-Il'lrl<er Hall or School of

~;'?U Wilh an "Obi Eogi!eainaOO'.,., 101 Engineering Rc:seard! Lab.

'1handclapbreak. ::omp1cted app1icalion along with their academic

Kenneth Haiertepe, Director of Academic Pr0-

AED;

resident status.

rological Society, 45 Beacon Street, Boston. MA

(Or~

CRANE FUND FOR WIDOWS AND CHIL-

Afto- February I, 1994, pi.... _

HOW TO AFPLY

IIlstead of ~ ICOdto.applytobec:oosidelOdforal994-95aWlld.

'

Pale 15

cwato~

and other

Is 5:00 p.m, March I, 1994,

1) forneedy and deserving widows and children

professional museum staff of Historic Deetfi.eld,

02108·3693. Attn: AMS!Industry Gradua~

ofmen who, at theirdcath.have left their widows and

Inc., a museum of New England history and art.

FeUowships, (or~lephone: 617·227·2425 c:xt235).

children without adequate m~ of support«

H.i<:.toric Deerfield preserves and interprets thirteen

1994 Resident. Coopemive, and IUtdoctoral Re-

hi&toricbouscs which clatetotheeightc:e:nthandearly

search Associateship Program to be condUded on

nineteenth centuries.

behalf of federal agencies or research institutions

Application are available through: JlOuary21. 1994

2) deserving wives andkrchildrot of men upon

The National Research CouncO annou.nc:cs the

mc t'sOK lobe
:Ise is,"
I~ :ranocrip< sbould be submitted to the Office of the

Completed applications wllIt aU attachmentsar.

whom theyaredependent fonupport but., boca.use of

due: February 4, 1994.

age orothcrd isability, areunable orforotherreasons,

FeUows will alsomllce field trips toothermuse--

lIess of place in ' DeanoCEnaineeringorthe OfficeoftheDeanofthe
IKross ' b ml1SJ SdloolofMines and Mdallurgy.
~ a and Wi~

FOR MORE INFORMATION PLEASE SEE

fail or neglect to adequately support their respective

oms, including Old Sl1l1bridge Vulage, Plimoth

IOCI~ throughom the Uni~d States.

POSTER ON BULLETIN BOARD OUTSIDE

wives and/or children.

Plantation, Colonial Williamsburg, and the

provide opportunities for Ph.D. scientists and engi-

THE STUDENT FINANCIAL AID OFFICE, G-I
PARKER HAll.

If you meettheabovetmnsforthis progrun you

Wintemur Museum, where they will meet with mu-

neers of unusual promise and ability 10"" pe:rfonn

must complete a Crane fund for Widows and Qill-

sewn staff mcmebers for in-depth disaJssiom of

research on problems largely ofthcir own choosing

drcn Application to be considered for funding.

their interpretive philosophies.

The Cr.ne Fund for Widows and Oilldren Applica-

undertalce a research project utilizing the rich mu-

Dudllao: February 1; 1994.

:Iout. In

h'as

agCl ___ _ _________
Sli!ted anto mess,

whose 140 participating research laboratories are

The pn>gnms

making raw (i,e, alli 1994· 1995 AMSIINDUSTRY UNDER·
uced junk) records ~ GRADUATE SCHOLARSHIP IN THE
'pure" to Iheir muric ATMOSPHERIC AND RELATED OCEANIC

SOCIETY OF WOMEN ENGINEERS KAN.
SAS CITY SECTION SCHOLARSHIP. The

tion can be received in the Student Fmancial Aid

sewn and library coUections of Historic Deerfield.

II AND HYDROLOGIC SCIENCES. TheAmeri.

Kansas City Section of the Society ofWomcn Engi-

Office, G·I I'lrl<er Hall. Appllcatioo, for th is

Ead1 applicant appoinnted to the program is

have contributed to the career development of over

neers is please to announce our 1994 Scholarship

program for the Winter 94 semester will be

awarded a fellowship which covers tuition, books.,

700scientistsrangingfromrecentPh.D.rmpie:ntslO

Program.

accepted through February 19, 1994.

and visits to othermuscums. The fee forroom and

distinguished scniorscientists. Approximately 350

boardfornineweeksisSl750. Fmancialaidforroom

new full-time Associateships will be awarded on a

:s US~,

snotpunk, It'snotejl can _",logical Society is joining with eleven
y,lt'sjusthard de
.
.
.
!Ward, San ,,, leadin, cnVU'OfU1lentai saenoe and servu::e corpora-

ure Ihey k
.
Beatles and the Beach: lion to offer 1994/1995 undergradUl~ scholll>hip6
ltheir righlmind ham' in the atmosphenc and related ocearuc and hydroir P!tSSpack, "Redd I togic sciences. Prospective candida~ from the
ly true to punk and b fiddo of armospheric scion=. oceanography. hy·
m't think you cooldde: drolo&y. chemistry, and computer sciences,
Illy better than that mathemaliC6, engineering, and physics are encouraged to apply:
WGmlUTY:

NONTRADmONAL STIlDENT SCHOL·

and board is available forstucic:nts with demonstIated

competitive basis in 1994 for research in: chemistry;

CONSTRUCTION FOUNDERS SCHOLAR·

need.

earth and atmospheric sciences; engineering and

will be awarded on the basis of merit to a qualified

SHIP. The NA WlC Founders' Scholan;hip are

Applicants to the program must be undergradu-

applied sciences; biological, health, and behavioral

nontraditional student pursuing a Wldergnu1uate

offered to women and men who arepursuing degrees

ate students of sophomore, junior, or senior standing

sciences and biotec:hnology; mathc:matia;; space and

cou.rsc of study in a qualifying engineering program.

in fields related to the construction industry.

in a coUege or university as of January I, 1994.

planetary sciences; and physics. Most of the

EllGIBILl1Y

QUALIFICATIONS

Completed applications will be reviewed after

grams are open to both U.s. and non·U.S. nationals.

April 1,1994.

and to both recent Ph.D. degree recipients and senior

College Tnnsfer as dcfmed below:.

Applicantsmustbeen.rolledfull-timeinacourse
of study leading to a degree/certific:ation in a con-

of 5 y~tS, or women students from a non- engin~r
ing background who are rctum..ing to sdlool to seek a

de&~

deg~

tion ~ financial need.

.~

.••.::

~

in the almoipheric or

~latcd

oceanic or

hydrologic scienc:c$.

in 1954, the Associale6hip Programs

NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF WOMEN IN

to enroll in a course of study leading to a bachelors
~

lnitia~

ARSHIP. One $500 Scholarship sponsolOd by the

: Guns andRosesdul! enleringtheirjunior)'Cll5inthe 1994/1995 academic
:amones in the bankl year. T..., categories of studenlS are eligible:
:Is, Sounds like fun.., .StudenlSwhoarecnrotiedorwhoareplanning
"

yet compatible with the researdt interest of the

sponsoring laboratory.

Society of Women Engineers Kansas City section

1. Qualify as eithera Reentry Studcc.toraJunior

Scholarships are available to full-time students

They will al&o

Reentry student - Women students who have
bcenoutoftheengineeringjobmadc.ctforaminimum

in engineering.

Junior College Transfer -

Interested swdents should request a Fellowship
brochure and application by writing to Dr. Kenneth

struction-related field.
Applicants will be considered on the basis of

Harf~,

pr0-

investigatoYS.
AwardsaremadeforoneortwoyeatS, m1ewable

Diredor of Academic Programs, His·

to a maximum of three years; senior applicants who

intetest in construction, grades. c:xtra--curriwlar ae--

toric Deerfield, Inc., Deerfield, MA 01342, or by

have held the doctorate at least five years mayrequ.est

tivities, employment experimce, advisor's evalua-

tdephoning (413) 774-5581.

a shorter period. Annualslipcndo for
$30,000 to $45,000 d~upoD the sponsoring

~tPh.D. ',forthe

Women students

Applications are available in the Student Aid

THE NATIONAL 'SECURITY EDUCA·

1994P.rogramyearrangefrom

• Students whoareenrolledinaprogram leading

uamferring from a community junior college to a

Office. G·I Pan:erHaU, application must be """I·

TIONAL PROGRAM (NSEP) ACADEMY

laboratory. and will be appropria~lyhi&herforserlior

omena!
:lient

to. bachelor's deg~ in science orc:ngineering who

Wldergraduate engineering program at a four year

marked by February 1,1994.

FOR EDUCATIONAL DEVELOPMENT

Associates.

have dcmonstnted a clear intent to pursue a ca~r

univetSity.

I
liable

in the almOspberic or related oceanic or hydrologic

2. Students must be accepted for enrollment in

~

Ifill Material

nole, you must hmi
.

~

Fmancialsupporti5providedforallowablere!~

cation expenses and for limited professional travel

sciences foUowing completion of appropriate 6pc--

anABETaccreditedenginceringschoolorinaschool

ST LOUIS NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF

cunently accepting requests for applications for the

during duration of the award.. The host laboratory

dalized education at the graduate level.

which has an engineering wrriculum leading to a

WOMEN IN CONSTRUCTION. The 51. Loui.

NSEP Graduate Fellowship Program. Under this

provides the Associate with programmatic assistance

• Applicants mustbave 6Ucc<S6fultycomplcted
two yesro of study at an accredi~ institution with a

degree in engineering accredited by a regional ac-

NAWIC Scholarship are offered to women and men

program, two types of graduate fellowships have

including facilities, support services, necessary

crediting association.

who are pursuing degrees in fields related to the

been established to encourage U.S. citizens to study

equipment, and travel necessary for the conduct of

construction industry.

the languages, cultures, and regions of the world

the approved reseatclt prognm.

~ minimumgr.depointaverageof3.00na4.0sca.1e(by

=~

3. Students must be U.S. Citizens

APPLICATION DEADLINE MUST BE POST·

Applications areavailable in the Swdent finan-

which are critical to national security and economic

Applications submitted directly to the National

MARKED ON OR BEFORE APRIL 1 1994.

cial Aid Office, G-l Parker Hall, application must

competitiveness and in which greater U.S. expertise

Research Council are accepted on a continuous basis

hold petmanent resident status. There are no age

AND SHOULD BE ADDRESSED TO:

be """Imarked by Aprl~ 1994.

is needed:

restrictions. The awards are for S2000 for a nine-

SOCIETY OF WOMEN ENGINEERS, SUE

( month period and an additional $2000 for a

OWEN-GEHRT,SCHOLARSHIPCHAIR,RT2M

SIGMANUTRISTANPRINZKEMEMORIAL

BOX 475, EXCELSIOR SPRINGS, MO 64024

SCHOLARSHIP. Applications are now available

2) for graduate students in professional and other

in the Student F1IWlcial Aid Office, G-l Parker Hall,

disciplines to internationalize their educational ex-

November for the two

AU":,,

I

(AED). Washington,D.C.•November2O.1993 The
Academy for Educational Developmmt (AED) is

must be United States citizen or

subsequent nine-month period in the senior year.
Application fonns are available only from the

1) fordodoral students to eam theirdegree with

a specialization in area and language studies;

throughout the year. Those postmadc.ed no laterthat
January 15 willbe reviewed in February;by Apri115 ,
inJune; andbyAugustl5,inOctober. Initial awards
will be aMounced in March and Apri.l~July and

American Meteorological Society. Please write to :

SCHOLARSHIP OPPORTUNITIES FOR FE·

forthe Sigma Nu Tristan Prinzke Monoria! Scholar-

perience. Study will not be supported in most cases

later competitions-followed by awards to alternate

AmericanMeteorologica1Society,45BeaconStrect,

MALE HIGH·SCHOOL SENIORS

ship. At least one student will be selected fora S500

in Canada., Western Europe, and Scandinavia.

candidates later.

Bcoton. MA 02108·3693.

Attn Industry

One $500 Scholarship sponscred by the Society

award.

Fellowship supporting graduate students in pro-

Infonnation on specific researt.h opportunities

fessional and other disciplines are not designed to

and participating federal laboratories, as well as

Uoderg,"dua~ Schotamtip Program. Oalyapplica·

of Women Engineers ' Kansas City Section will be

tion on an ofliciall994/1995 AMS/lndustry

awarde~ on the' basis of merit to a qualified women

- Any student enroUed in any engineering disci-

cover the full cost of tuition. but rather to fund that

application materials, may be obtained from the:

Undcrg,"dua~ Scholmhip form witl be considered.

graduating from high school in the year the

pline, maintaining at least a 2.5 ann g.pA. and be

component which is directly international, thereby

Associateship Programs (II 2094/01)

Applicationsareavaiiablethrough:January31,1994.

scholarship is awarded and who intends to pwsue a

involved in campus and community leadm:hip.

enhancing the value of the swdent's original field of

National Research CoWlcil

Completed application with all attachments are

career in engineering.

Scholarship appllc.adon will be accepted by the

study. Funding will support up totwo years of study.

2101 Constitution Avenue,N.W.

due: Feb :uaryl4,1994.

ELlGmlLl1Y:

Student Flnandal AId omcethrough Thursday;

It is estimated that the avenge award will be S8,ooo

Washington, D.C. 20418

February 10, 1994.

per year.

Fax: (202) 334-2759

1. The student must ' be a female graduating

AMsrNDUSTRY GRADUATE FELLOW

Qualifications for this scholarship are:

Fellowships supporting study of critical foreign

senior in the year the scholarship is awarded

SIUP; IN THE ATh!,OSPHERIC AND RE

2. The student must be accepted for enrollment

areas and languages at the doctoral level will gener-

$15,000 FELLOWSHIP PROGRAM SEE

:s

LATEDOCEANICA8Ji;·HYDROLOGICSCI.

in an A1!ET accredited engineering school or in a

SliMMER FE LLOWSHIP PROGRAM IN

aliyfundthefullcostofstudyforamaximwnofthree

GRADUATING

SENIO~.

:S,

ENCES. A total of, eleven fellowships will be

school which has an engineering curriculwn leading

EARLY AMERICAN HISTORY AND MATE.

years, for up to S25,OOO pcr year.

JAN. 6 -

awarded. Students entering theirflrSt year of gradu·

to a degree in engineering ac~dited by a regional

RIAL CULTURE.

ate study in the fall of 1994 who wish to pursue

association.

,~To request an application and/or additional in-

Philan~phy is seeking ttudent applican3 for its

Jane Addams Fellowships in Philanthrophy Pr0-

undergraduatesfromacrossthenationwiUbechosen

fonnation, please contact your NSEP Campus

3. The student must be a U.S. Citizen

to 'attend the Historic Deerlield Summer Fellowship

Representative or:

OCeanic and hydrologicscier.ces are eligible to apply

APPLICATION DEADLINE MUST BE

Program in Early American History and ?>.1at.erial

Prospective candidates studying in the fields of
atmospheric sciences, mathonatics and physics are

., -

AED; NSEP Graduate Fellowship Program;

POSTMARKED ON OR BEFORE APRIL 1

euiture. For the thirty·ninth year a select group of

1255 23rd Street, NW; Suite 400; Washington, DC

1994, AND SHOULD B~ ADDRESSED TO:

students will )j\'e in Deerfield, MaSsachusetts from

20037. Telephone: 202-833~ 7600 or 800-498-9360.

SOCIETY OF WOMEN ENGINEERS, SUE

mid.lunt:

Fax: 202467- 8755.

\0

The Indiana University C~nter on

This spring six college

advances degrees in the atmospheric and related
for the fel lowships.

INDiAN'Aro!

mid-August while partidpating in an

gram. The program awards each fellow a S15,00
stipend, an internship with an Indianapolis nonprofit

St.'C AID,
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PERSONALITY TYPE & CAREER MATCHMYTH OR REALITY
Tuesday. Feb. 8; 3:30-4:30 pm
208 Norwood Hall
Facll~ator: Dr. Debra A.G. Robinson
PROBLEMS COMMUNICATING?
Thursday. Feb. 10; 3:30-4:30 pm
209 Norwood Hall
Facll~r: Ms. Christine Breier
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LEHMAN by Andrew Lehman

Fresh, romantic
flowers in enchanting
gifts from Teleflora. ~ho-lI..-r.:,
We can send
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See our large Selection!
Sunny Wall Flowers
1107 Pine 364-3161

ler)

~

".

~

Dist. by Carmen Syndication -

ilNGLE SIZE FUTON... S80

3LECTRIC FAN....SIO
WS-ALLIES GAME. ..SIO
SAKE GLASSES ...Sl
&.C/DC ADAPTER... $2

Wl-8417
SINGLE ROOM FOR RENT

1701 N.PINE 1143 S200 A MONnl
&.LL UTILITIES PAID (EXCEPT
FURNISHED
3A1HRooM WI1H BA1HTUB
3ASlCCABLE
aEHlND CHI OMEGA SORORITY
'ONE MINUTE WALK TO EE
BUILDING)

WI-8417
,INGLE ROOM FOR RENT
G70 A MONTII
i MINUTE WALK TO CAMPUS
~HEN,BATH,~SHED

~'-'-L.J...J....l...L.J.

!64-5139 (ANTHONY)

PERSONALS
------------'Buy a rose for a Lambda Sigma Pi!!!

Paul,
Thanks--it was a great time. Wish I
knew where you lived-and your phone
number.
Daphne
Pat,
"Let's call my mom!"
Love, Me
P.S. "00 you hate me?"

Congratulations.
Kristen,
Show them green guys what you are
made!

ZLAM,YBBS

Dawn,
You are an awesome big sis. I know
Kristen,
things are getting better.
I need a sober driver from Sigma Nu to Zlam,
ZTA!
yls

The Bears Den,
We love you guys.

ZLAM,
YLS

Love,

DawnS.
You are awesome! Thanks for making
my initiation memorable!

Mikki,
What's the tally up to now?
Zlam,
your roomie

Kristen & Casey

ZLAM.

.

YLLS
Tara C.
I'm glad we are being open with one
another! I missed you!

ZLAM,
YBS

;;--TG""'-::r.;;-r;...,

..

,, -

Ms. Bo Duck,
Only 101 days ...

Tracy,
You are great to wmk with.
Zlam,
Christy

Amy Sue,
wishing you success and happiness in
you new adventure. Thanks for being
there for me over the past 4 1/2 years.
I11 miss you ... .1ots!!
-Pritos

Kristi, Sarah, and Laura,
We have the coolest family.
Zlam,
Christy

Autrey,
How's the underwear collection?
Shawn and Kimberly,
Added any new pieced lately?
You guys are great. I had a fun time a
George
Pikes.
Zlam,
Kappa Delta-awesome from even 360
Kristen
miles away!
I love Sigma Nu

ACRO,sS

(J~(5~ .

Lambda Sigma Pi is way cool!

Meg,

I LOVE THE UMR SWIMMING Lambda Sigma Pi loves you!!

TEAM!
TaraC.
You are an awesome Big Sis. Thanks
for always being there for me!

Christy and Kim,
You guys are the coolest roomies.
Zlam,
C

ZLAM,
C

;;:~and 10hn are the Best UMR swim-

Congratulations to Anica, Angie,
Allison, Casey. Chrissy, Cassie,
Heather, Kim, Kristen, Kristi, 1essica,
Mikki, and Lisa.
Zeta's New-I's

1. Scottish cap
4. Newspaper article
8. Flower holder
12. Brew
13. Sl ngln, alon.
14. Double suffate
15. Snarl
17. Noisy
19. Smallest slate (abbr.)
20. Golf Implement
21 . CySl
22. Family dog
23. School course (a bbr.)
25. SesJl me plant
26. Symbol lor a""nle
27. RelaUve (abbr.)
28. Father's boy
29. Goodbye (Spanish)
32. Each (.bbr.)
33. Disciple
35. Symbol for nickel
36. Sphere of acllon
38. Grease
39. Cozy place
40. Si reet (abbr.)
41. Madame (abbr. )
41. Work table
43. Article
45. Fe male deer
46. Pop top
41. Sun god
43. Hawaiian food
49. Flee! of warships

51.
~.
56.
~ S1.

Medicinal plan I
India ouler garment
Blacktop su bstance
East U.S. state (abbr.)
~ S'S. British streetca r
59. ~v., (pocu.i
DOWN
1. Make tatting
2. Winglike
3. Of the mind
4. Small Island
5.Dlgll
6. Elcvated raHway
1. Try on
8. Covered truck
9. Mr. KaHne
JO. Certain
11. Spll oul
16 . Obtain
18. Enlcr
11. Charming
21. 23rd G reek letter
13. Place
.24. At
25. Also
U. Lemon drink
28. Minerai sprIng
29. Total
30. Dollar bills
31. Basin
33. Picnic pest
34. Futen
31. Dll'tctlon (abbr.)

AngieD.
You are an awesome lil'sis.
Zlam,

yOO
Tracy K,
You are an awesome roomie! I'll miss
you when you graduate.
Zlam,
Carolyn

39. AIlu,
41.
42.
43.
44.
45.
46.
48.
49.

SO.
51.
53.
55.

Wd
Beanr conslruellon
Snlrt
Strong
Finish
Prune
Writing hutrument
S. HemiJpherr: contteU.don
Women's aroup (abbr.)
Verb
Location
Southern stale (abbr.)

see Solutions, page 18
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AID
organization, and 12 credits toward a graduate de-

FOR THE 94195 ACADEMIC YEAR.

gree.

students who applied for federal fUWlcial assistance

The appllcat50n del dllne Is February 15,

1994.

All

March 1, 1994.

ing engineering technology.

only when two or more applicants have equal

For more Information and application contact

CRITERIA

ficatioos.

Information on tcnns, cntcna, applicatiollllt ...

(ie.: 1\:11 Gnull,Stafford Loan, WorkStudy,,,<.)for

MAJ. Don White, Room 310, Harris HoII,

• Scholarship applicants must have completed a

the 93/94 academic year by completing a ''Free

341.4738

minimum of 30 college cmiit hours and be seeking

Candtdates will be recent graduates with a

Application for Federal Srudent Aid (FAFSA) will

bachelors degree, including seniors anticipating

soon be &cnt a 94195 Renewal FAFSA to complete.

Students art: 5e1ected on the basis of

Students are encouraged to complete the renewal

1994·95 AMSIINDUSTRY UNDERGRADU.

wiD not be eligible for this scholarship).

FAFSAafterJanuary I, 1994, but by Mat<:h31, 1994,

ATE

• Scholarship applicants must

graduatKln.

demonstrated leadership potential, special interest

a career in a manufacturing engineering or manufa<>
turing enginttring technology. (Graduate students

SCHOLARSHIPS

IN

THE

:::=~:::;f

possess an oven11

in community service and the nonprofit sector, and

to apply for fed.enl fmancw assistance for the 94195

ATMOSPHERIC AND RELATED OCEANIC

minimum GPA of 3.20 on a 4.0 point scale.

ir. LOUIS SME CHAPTER 17 SCHOLAa. ~

academ.icstabiljty. Theprogramisnot intended for

acadanic year.

AND HYDROLOGIC SCIENCES

• Students may submit a scholarship application in

SHIP PROGRAM

The Student Fmancial Aid Office, G-l Parker

The American Meteorological Society is joining

more than one year.

The Sl Loui5 SME Ouipler 17, through SME £II>

Hall , 'WOuld begJad to answer any questions concem-

w ith eleven leading environmental science and ser-

• Need is a consideration in awarding scholarships

cationFOWldation,willawardodtolarshil"toOOt6) 8owhighisYOUf<

full-time students at institutions which maintoit. II your blood P
Iik to fin ddtC
SME OUIpter 17 Student Ouipter and who .... ~d e.
.
.
.
UCSuons an
rolled lD.a deg~ progrun m manufactur1n&,.; fq WfjndOU I!
necnng,industrial technology,orany~ SlUdenlHealmS

5tUdents who an: already oonunitted to a program of

graruate SlUdy.
J~Addams, founderofOUcago's

famed Hull

ing howto apply forfmancial assistance forthe 94195

vice corpol1'tion to offer 1994195 undergraduate

only when two or more applicants have equal quali-

acadcnuc year.

scholarships in the atmospheric and related oceanic

fications.

Prospective candidates

Information on tmns, criteria, and application a~

the spirit of Jane Addams, the program enooUJ'llgc:r.

ENGINEER REGIMENTAL ASSOCIATION

from the fields of atmospheric sciences, oceanogra-

available in the Student FmanciaJ Aid Office, G-l

House andnoted.social manner, devoted herlifeto
commwtity service and philanthrophy. Created in

and hydrologic sciences.

aspiring leaden: to work fo'r the common good while

SCHOLARSIUP

phy, hydrology, c:hemislry, and computer ociena:s,

Parker Hall.

studying and investigating the roles of philanthrophy.

• A $1,000 award given to the best qualified son,

mathematics, engineering, and physics arc: encour-

Deadline: Must be postrruut<ed by March 1, 1994.

aged to apply:

For application materials interested candidates

daughter, orspouseof anAssociation member work-

should contact the Indiana University Center on

ing towards a baccalaureate degree, entering their

ELIGIBILITY:

SME MYRTLE AND EARL WALKER

Philanlhrophy, 550 West Nonh Stre<t, Suite 301 ,

2nd, 3rt!, or 4th year.

Scholarships a~ available to full-time students en-

SCHOLARSIUP

tering theirjunior years in the 1994195 academic year.

The Myrtle and Earl Walker Sehola"hip Fund,

applicants.

Two categories of students are eligible:

through the SME Education Foundation, wiD

clearinghouse for teaching. n:search and public ser-

• Only one award per family.

• Students who art enrolled or who a~ planning to

port odtolamtip awarded lMually to wonhy full··

vice in the nonprofit sector. The goals of the Center

• Must be a full-time srudent.

enroll in a course of srudy leading to a bachelor's

time students enrolled at institutions offering degree

is to improve the Wldcrstanding and practice of

• Pn:vious aWard ~cipients are not eligible.

degree in the atmospheric or related oceanic or

programs in manufacturing engineering ormanufa<>

philanthrophy.

• Deadline is March 31, 1994.

hydrologic sciences.

turing engineering techoology.

lndianopolis, IN 46202, (317) 274-4200.

•

The Center on Philanthrophy is the national

T 'WO S500 awards give to the best qualified

IlfiOIlIlCC me UMI

rdated [",lei.

sup-

CRITERIA
LJ.NESSFAlR• Students applying in theirrr..Junanyearofcallf y9, 1994,from I
mustusetheirhighschool&<nioryearGPAIO",

in me Mmer Lc

!ish their cli&ibility for the scholarship. A 3.0ClA

il)' Cenler East

00 a4.0 ocalc is

r.quired to be digiblefora .... licc~forrunatet(

ship.

I of several comn

• Graduate students will not be eligible for ti

bless related 011

~

For more Information and application contact

• Students who are enrolled in a program leading to

CRITERIA

FELLOWStnPS FOR PROFESSIONAL DE-

MAJ. Don White, Room 310, Harris HaJ~ 341·

a bachelor's degree in science or engineering who

• Scholarship applicants must have completed a

• Studcntsmay6Ubmitascholarshipmo~duaar

VELOPMENTTOEASTCENTRALEUROPE

4738.

have demonstT11ted a clear intent to pursue a carecrin

minimum of 30 college ~t hours and be seeking

year.

the atmospheric or related oceanic or hydrologic

acarecrinmanufacturingcngineeringormanufactu.r-

•

FORT LEONARD WOODfiST, SOCIETY

sciences following completion of appropria\e spe-

ing engineering technology.

only when two ormore applicants have equal cpi-

Devdoprnent Fellowship through the Institute of

OF AMERICAN MILITARY ENGINEERS

cialized education at the gT11duate level.

(Graduate srudents will not be eligible for this schol-

ficatioru.

International Education (lIE)

(SAME)

• Applicants must have successfully completed two

arship.)

years of study at an accredited institution with a

• Students may submit a scholarship application in

minimumgradepointaverageof3.00na4.0scale(by

more than one year.
• Need is a consideration in awa~ing scholarships

AND THE BALTIC STATES. Only a few mon:
weeks remain to apply for a 1994195 Professional

Fellowships a~ available to Albania, Bulgaria,

• One $500 award to a

UMR student member of

Croatia, the Cuch Republic, Hungary, Macedonia,

SAME.

Poland, Romania, Slovakia, Slovenia,

• Must be a U.S. Citizen rnajoring in engineering or

August 1994). Candidates must be United States

or the Baltic States. Funded by the Soviet-Eastern

an engineering-related field.

citizens orhold petmanent resident status. There are

European Researt:h and Training Act of 1983 (fitJe

• Must not have received. a four year ROTC schol-

no age restrictions. The awards a~ for S2,000 fora

VllI), the program is intended to support young

arship

oine-month period and an additional S2.000 for a

specialists in the fields of business and economics,

• Award must be used by a full-time student during

subsequent nine-month in the senior year.

law, journalism. public administT11tion and interna-

the 94/95 school year.

AppucationfonllSareavailableonlyfrorntheAmeri-

tional relations. Fellows will travel to a country to

• Awardrnaybeusedtowardroomandboard,tuition,

can Meteorological Society.

deepen their understanding of Cl1Jl'ent monns and

fees or books at the discretion of the recipient.

America n Meteorologk:al Society, 45 Beacon

become familiar with the scholarly n:5Ources in their

• Deadline is Much 31,1994.

Street, Boston, MA 02108--3693. Attn..: Industry

For more Informatloo and application contact

Undergraduate Scholarship Program.

affiliation is nCClCSSary.

MAJ. Don White, Room 310, Harris Hall, 341·

Only application on an official 1994195 AMSMdus-

0Jr-

4738

considered.

with at least two years of training orto recent gT11du-

NEW YORK CITY POST, SOCIETY OF

January 31, 1994-

AMERICAN

Completed application with all attaclunents a re due:

submit a detailed proposal of the srudy or t't'Sean::h

(SAME)

February 14,1994

• One $1,000 award to a UMR student memherof

ROLLA LIONS CLUB SCHOLARSIUP

MILITARY

ENGINEERS

fu~

plans and profes-

sional careers.
Fellowships ~ available for periods of three to
seven monlhs.

I: Iw~h mat peel
Deadline: Must be postmart<ed by March 1011k I thai me crime

t'snot woI1h S~
I1lpUlCr pans 10

~ your credibilit

bee ethical beha

ing the CLCs op
lanllooplimize ~

:omputers get bel

lumobsolele in 3

weliketokeepth,

1.lngeneral,loc:

business. The 0
;n'ljustify it. The

:omputers actessil

they wish to pursue and demonstrate how the project
will be of bendit to their

ru m

Parker Hall.

and likely your
• As an engineer,

Applications arc available through:

ates of those schools. Applicants will be ~quired to

~--

available in the Student Fmancw Aid Off.oe 0.1 )

P. S. Mueller

try Undergraduate Scholarship form will be

rcntly enrolled in gT11duate or professional school

Need is a consideration in awarding schollriql

Infonnation on terms, criteria, and applicaticxl.

Please write to:

fields. Host country institutional

The competition is open to U.S. citizens

ing/mgineering cowscs.

SAME.
• M ust be a U.S. Citizen majoring in engineering or

an engineering-related field.

th<m VUlnerable i:

hope that the culpl

The Rolla Lions Club is offering at least one $ 1,000

JIIIl.

scholarship for the 94195 academic year for a lTh1R
student. To be considered for this scholarship a

Q: Do the Univer

:dittioo off-campu

• A ward must be used by a fuU-time srudent during

student must:

tional transportation, a monthly living stipend, health

the 94195 .school year.

• have a cum. GPA of3.0 or higher

i.nsun.nce, and an allowance fo r books and travel

• Deadline is April 30, 1994.

• be classified as a sophomore or junior

~: The Universi~
~JI1licehaveane;

within the host country.

For more information and application contact MAJ.

• have graduated from a Phelps County High School

10000oflicersares,

Don While, Room 310, Harris Hall, 341-4738.

(Newbu rg, Rolla, SLlames)

rO!f-campllS. Th,

New York. for an interview in March, 1994.

BUDWEISER USO SCHOLARSHIP PRO·

• complete scholarsh ip application and retum to the

DId, but nOI arrest .

Thedeadllnefor recelptofappllcatkms Is Febru-

GRAM

Rolla Lions Club Olainnan by April 1, 1994.

ary 2, 1994-

• limited to und~raduate students.,

APPLICATIONS AVAILABLE IN TIlE STU-

• ROTC scholanhip students are ineligible.

DENT fINANCIAL AID OfF ICE, G·l

• Must bean inunediatefiunilymemberof an Active

PARKER HALL, ROLLA, MO 65401

Fmancial benefits include roundtrip interna-

fina lists will be invited to lIE headquarters in

For f'wther infonnation, brochures and application fonns, contact:
Profa.sional Development Fellowships

duty member of the U.S. Armed Forces.

U.s. Student Programs ITE

· Must have completed high school within the last

SM E OffERS CATERPILLAR SCHOLARS

809 United Nations Plaza

four years.

AWA RD PROGRAM

Solutions
from page 17

IinIiI the ROlla

p

1aI 00it POlice are
·d rilUatiQls of

ersiiyPolice are I

fttlSafe. We\
ed mOiecampus

~~JIIIlpose.
: Why do I hal

N.wYork,NYlOO I7

• N«d is not a principal criterion.

The Caterpillar Scholars Award Fund, sponsored by

(212) 984-5326 or 5330

• Applicant's scholastic n!'COrd will be considered a

Caterpillar,lnc.. will support scholarships awarded

taJi·g peeontc

to 'WOrthy full-time students enrolled in degCC'C pro-

.'11 0!taI Pee wher,

major indicator.

FEDERAL rtNANCIAL AID APPLICATION

• Applications must be poSlmarlced not later than

grams in manufactUring engineering and manufactur-

A:lb,
'.

·"uaUBoardofC

the camp,
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News Services
SOURCE
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SMEChapltrlJ,'_'"

.

'--"",,51!!

»n,·iII ..",sdo~
"' ......"
'" Howhighisyourcholesterol? How
'-"""'Ii>"'" bout your blood pressure? If you
IJ Smdcn
'ChapltrlOd>t.. lould like to find out the answer to
:Rep_'
rill
~-""'" lese questions and more, now is your
""'-io&1,,,sny-, hance to find out!
Student Health Service would like
) announce the UMR HEALTH AND
yinj.Uhcir......
VELLNESS FAIR--for students--FebDjhlCbooi .
Jary 9,1994, from 10:30 a.m. to 4:00
"""YIlrGPA..
.
Lo unge at the Uru.
oiIlyr,,1bt
.
.m. m the Mmer
s . 1<lloIon;;~ A~ ersity Center East. Student Health
RrjUind~bccijl'l,r••• ervice is fortunate to have enlisted the
e\p of several community health and
..... >ill n« bc '1ipJe I lellness related organizations who

"".r.

and resources for the fair. The
have graciously donated their time
health fair is certain to have something of interest to each and every
student. Highlights include: vision
and dental screening, measlesmumps-rubella immunization, cholesterol screening, body composition (fat/lean mass) evaluation,
blood pressure checks , blood sugar
screening, cancer risk screening and
much more! Also, Lions Club will
be collecting old eyeglasses for distribution to the needy and for the
first time they will have the AUDIO
van on campus for Hearing screenings. Several DOOR PRlZES will
be available to participants. We
hope to see all of you there to help
make our 1993 HEALTH AND
WELLNESS FAIR a success!! So
bring your friends and we'll see you
at the FAIR!
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A: I wish that people would underlbcpos!lOlliolbyM'f'" and that the crime is not worth the

,k. It's not worth $50 or $100 worth
computer parts to put your educa>n, and likely your career, at jeopdy. As an engineer, all you've got to
II is your credibility. You need to
actice ethical behavior. As far as
:eping the CLCs open is concerned,
e want to optimize the amount of use
e computers get before they invari'Iy tum obsolete in 3 years, and that's
hy we like to keep the labs open for24
Illrs. In general, locking things up is
.d business. The cost-benefit ratio
sesn'tjustify it. The struggle ofmakgcomputeIl> accessible withoutmakg them vulnerable is a tough one. I
st hope that the culprits are from offJIlPus.
Q: Do the University Police have
risdiction off-<:ampus?
A: The University Police and the
)lla police have an excellent relationip; our officeIl> are somewhat "depu:ed" off-campus. They have the right
hold, but not arrest people off-<:am-

r;]ii1jJl¥~ .s until the Rolla police come. In
:nera! our police are supposed to try
avoid situations off-campus. The
niveIl>ity Police are here to help stu:nts feel safe. We've also recently
, 0~
stalled more campus lighting help to
o 5 ~~ & I rve that purpose.
} ,. t1~ Q: Why do I have pay a S30/hr
19ineering Pee on top of the $91/hr
IR,n iucational Fee when other students
' i~ >n't?
A: The Board of CuratoIl> passed a
Ie that all the campuses must have

the same fee structure, yet engineering
courses tend to cost twice as much as
liberal arts ones. Some of the factoIl>
include smaller class sizes , h.igher fac Ulty salaries, the cost of the physical
plant, and lab equipment. The Engineering Pee was created to help fund
these extra costs, but by law the fee
must go into the General Fund.
Q: How does the ABET accreditation process work, and are the Board's
fmdings available for students to read?
A : Every 7 years, a team of 8 to 9
reviewers from both industry and
academia come to perform an intensive
review of the UniveIl>ity 's curriculum.
They pull transcripts from the Registrar at random to check if recent graduates actually met all their requirements
for graduation. They also interview
students at random. They 're very thorough. They make sure that we did what
we said we were going to do the last
time they came, as for making changes
in the curriculum. Not all of the departments on campus are accredited at the
same time. Their conclusion is open to
the public.
Q : It seems like the cost of education is rising faster than inflation, and
faster than the amount of fmancial aid
available. Do you agree?
A: Yes, but in terms of real dollars
and the average family income, itactually costs less for your parents to put
you through college than it did when I
was in college. At UMR, we feel that
you are always getting a lot of value for
your dollar, and we believe that your
r.m;e spent here is worth more than

what you pay to attend. Our goal is not
to be the cheapest, but to be the best. In
terms offmancial aid, we increased the
amount of aid available to students by
$1.2 million last year as part of a 5-year
plan. We've also increased the number
of work-study positions available, and
we've bought lots of new computers for
student use.
Q: Are our engineering students
really hurting that bad in writing
sk.ills?
A: Goodnews and bad news. First,
the good news: According to C-BASE
test results, our engineers have almost
as good writing skills as the liberal arts
majoIl> at Mizzou. The bad news is,
that's not good enough. All college
graduates aren' t writing as well as they
should, not just engineeIl>. We need to
integrate writing in the curriculum in
order to strengthen students' written
communication sk.ills. We are currently integrating a capstone course
into each department's curriculum, in
order to sun1ffiarize each curriculum
and synthesize the student's knowledge. This course will be taken during
the senior year.
Q: Are there any students serving
on the Curriculum Task Force?
A: No, but I'll do something about
it!
Q: I'venoticed that cars often don't
slow down, and sometin1es even speed
up, at the 10th and State intersection,
wh.ich many students have to cross to
get to and from the Quad. Someone
was h.it by a car there las t semester.
Why i, n't there a stop sign there?

A: I think the student who got h.it
while ridi'!6 his bicycle was named
nuly Brown. The intersection is definitely a problem. I'll see what I cando
about it.
Q: Why doesn't one grade replace
the other when you take the same
course twice?
A: The faculty apparently wants it
that way, but you are welcome to start
a faculty petition to change that policy.
For it to change, at least half of the
faculty must sign it. In my opin.ion, a
student should have to live with the
consequences of the decisions he
makes, and there is a difference if one
student has to take a course twice in
order to do as well as another student
who took the course only once. The
faculty made a major concession last
year when they allowed the drop date to
be pushed back. Many were opposed to
the change because it doesn't necessariy encourage responsible behavior on
the part of the student.
Q: When is the groundbreaking for
the intramural wing of the Multi-Purpose Center to take place?
A: We've decided to go ahead and
build the wing, even though all of the
money hasn't been raised yet, and the
groundbreaking will be this Spring.
The center will have an indoor jogging
track. So far we' ve raised all but $1.2
million of the $4.8 million cost, and
I'm pretty sure that we'll have the rest
by when it comes time to pay the bill. I
think the new intramural center is in1portant because students need constructive ways to relieve stress and to

stay fit a..,d healthy.
Q: Why are the renewal GPAs so
far apart for the CuratoIl>' and Bright
Flight scholarsh.ip programs?
A: There are a lot of things wrong
with the Curators' program. First, the
money ($997,OOO/yr) comes directly
out of our operating budget, wh.ich is
tight Hardly anybody knows about
this. On the other hand, the Bright
Flight funds come from the state. In
order to in1prove retention in the CuratOIl>' program, wh.ich is currently poor,
I would like for us to review the applications and award the scholarsh.ips
ourselves. To do this we would have to
go through a lot of red tape. I've been
concerned with refoffi1ing the program
for a long time, and I've just recently
appointed a committee to look into it.
Q: Why doesn' t the library stay
open later?
A: We've experimented with
keeping the library open late in the past
and nobody showed up, so it didn' t
justify the cost of keeping it open. As
a side note, the library's budget is
doubling as part of a 5-year plan in
order to get an electronic database and
to keep up with the skyrocketing cost of
periodicals .
Q: Why hasn' t anything been done
about the Black Culture House?
A: I have some money set aside for
it, but not enough to relocate it, wh.ich
is what I would like to do. I have a
donor available, but the funds won't be
ready this semester. Something will be
done about it nt'xt semester, but not
this semester. I stili care, believe me.

Company: Union Pacific RR

'

~thod:

Company: Hollister Incorporated

P,RESCREEN

Date of Interview: 03/09 '
Majors: ,MECHEMAN
,
Minimum GPA: ' 2.450 Must be at least Junior standing.
Remarks: 2/16/94, Wednesday, posted for sign-ups Deadline
17/94
, _ .,'
Wo'rk Location:' Kirksville, Miss,ouri
"
I
Start work summer 1994
'

Date of Interview: 02/16
Majors: EMAN
Minimum GPA: 2,950 Must be at least Sophomore standing,
Remarks:', 1/26/9 4, \:'Vednesday,.p'osted for siglil u ps ' Deadline
1/27/94
' . -,
~,
Work location: Omaha, Nebraska
' ):- ~ " ,,~
Inform atioA Meeting: Tuesday, Feb. 15, 1 99~; UCE 21:if Mark
Twain Room
"
"., .
,,:,;,,
6:30 - 7:30 PIZZA AN D SODA SERVED '
.. , .
·'""J'f ..... .

Date oPlhterView: oM 1 ,:,' ' , - c
Majors: ELEC MECH
'~': ..
~.
Minj mum G~A:,_ 2 . 950 ,Must b~ at least Junior. stancirig.
Remarks: 2/1 8/94 srgn::ups posted Deadline 2/21/94'
Work Location : St. Louis, MissourL
& ..

~l

Company: Ford Mptor Compatly .

h_

" , Methoo:'PRESCREEN

Date of Interview: 02/17
.' '.~
Majors,: ELEC MECf-:! - . _
"
,~r I
Minimum GPA: 2.000 , ,'",./
I "
, 1>,
Remarks: 1/27/9 4, Thursday, posted for sign-ups Deadline 1/281
94
.~~.
:;. "~;;:
...
"..' '1.Work Location : Dearborn, Micn lgan. Start'work summer 1994 " ,
' J

Company : Bussmann

"

Method: PRESCREEN

Method: Open

Date of Interview: 02/16
Majors: MECH CIVL EMAN
Minimum GPA: 2.450 Must be at least Junior standing.
Remarks: 2/1/94 SIGN-UPS POSTED - DEADLINE 217194
WORK LOCATION : ST. LOUIS, MO
*NOTE - COMPANY REQUESTED THAT A STUDENT MAY
SIGN-UP FOR ONLY ONE SCHEDU LE. JOB DESCRIPTIONS AVAILABLE AT TH E CO-OP OFFICE.
WORK PERIOD: (1 ST OPENING) EARLY jUNE:DEC 1,994 (2ND)
AUGUST - DEC 1994
"
ENGINEERING PLANNING - MECH, CIVL, EMAN
···

Company: Union Electric

•

_

...

Start w,9rKF.~!! }i9~~: " " :_

Date of Interview: 02/18
~ -, ..... , "
Majors: ELEC
:; .~ J '
';"
••
Minimum GPA: 2.950 Must be at least Sophomore standing.
Remarks: 1/28/94, Friday, posted for sign-ups-Deadline 1/31/94
Work Location: St. Louis, Missouri (Ellisville)
..
Start work fall 1994

Company: AnhBusch-EngPlanning

•

Method: Open

Date' of'lntewiew: 02/16
\, Majo'rs:: El:EC CIVL CHE MECH
- Minlmum ;GlPA: 2.450 Must be at least Junior standing.
Remarks , ' 2/2/94 posted for sign-ups. Deadline 2/7/94
WORK'l:.OC;A.TION: ST. LOUIS, MO
* NOTE: ' C0MPANY REQUESTED THAT STUDENTS ONLY
SIGN-UP FOR ONE
SCHEDLlLE: JOB DESCRIPTIONS AVAILABLE IN THE CO-O?
OFFICE
Work period: early June through Dec. 31, 1994
UTILITY AFFAIRS - ELEC, CIVL, CHE, MECH

Co m p~ny: ~nh !3 us~h-Pr.ocess/~~c!<aging

Method: Open

, Date of I ro)tervie~ ,,02/16 '
.' ,
Majors: MECH GHE
Minlmum GPA: 2.450 Most be at least Sophomore standing
, RemarKS: ,2/2/9.4 SIGN-UP POSTED - DEADLINE 217/94
WORk [ o c AtiON: ST. LOUIS, MO
*NOTE - COMPANY REQUESTED THAT A STUDENTS SIGN·UI
_ON qNLY ONE SCH EDULE. JOB DESCRIPTIONS AVAILABLE
A;T THE CQ-OP OFFICE.
l ~ORK 'PERfoD: EARLY JU NE - DEC. 31,1 994
PACKAGING AND SHIPPING - MECH, CHE

Method: Open

Date of Interview: 02/15
Majors: ELEC MECH CIVL
.'
Company: Anh Busch-Power& EngDesign
Method : Open
Minimum GPA: 2.450 Must be at least 'J unior standing.
(..
Date of Interview: 02/16
Remarks: 2/1/94, Tuesday, posted for sign-ups Deadline 2/2/94
Majors: ELEC CHE
Work Location: St. Louis, MO
t. ," • - '
' Minimum GPA: 2.450 Must be at least Junior standing,
start work summer 1994
,I:;" -,~,~
F-Iemar.ks: 2/2/94 SIGN-UPS POSTED - DEADLINE 217194
Only 1 or 2 openings for CIVL
·WORK LOCATION: ST. LOUIS, MO
STUDENTS INTERVIEWING WITH UNION ELECTRIC MUST
*N OTE: COMPANY REQUESTED THAT A STUDENT SIGN·UP
BRING AN OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT TO THEIRIN-TeI'lVIEW r .
. ..,
ON' ONE.SCHEDULE ONLY. JOB DESCRIPTIONS AVAILABLE
'1 ;:
PER REQUEST FROM UNION ELECTRIC
IN tHE CCD-0P OFFICE.
WORK JUNE - DEC 31 , 1994
Company: General Electric
. ' , Method:r'PRESCREEN '
POWeR AND ENGR DESIGN - ELEC, CH E
.' .1,.' \., ...~.
Date of Interview: 02/22
I
.'
Majors: ELEC MECH
Minimum GPA: 2.950 Must be at least Junior standihtJ.
Remarks: 2/1/94 , Tuesday, Posted for sign-ups Deadline 2/2/94
Company: General Motors - Delco Elect.
Method : Open
Work Location: St. Louis, MO., Kansas City, MO, Evansvi lle,
Date of Interview: 02/17
Indiana, Cincinnati, Perhaps Others
Majors: ELEC MECH
Start work summer 1994
Minimum GPA: 2.950 Must be at least Sophomore standing,
Information meeting: Monday, Feb. 21, 1994. UCE 211 Meramec,
Remarks: 2/3/94 sign-ups posted - deadline 2/4/94
UCE 7:00 - 8:00 pm
Work Location Kokomo, Indiana ,
~,.
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Company: Noranda Aluminum
Method: Open
Date of Interview: 02124
Majors: ELEC MECH
.
Minimum GPA: 2.650 Must be at least Junior standing.
Remarks: 2/3/94 sign-ups posted - deadline 2/7/94
Work location: New Madrid, MO
Interviewing 4 - ELEC and 2 MECH
Particularly interested in interviewing students whose permanent
address is within 100 mile radius of New Madrid.

Company: Precision Cast Parts Corp.
Method: PRESCREEN
Date of Interview: 02/24
Majors: MECH CER MET
Minimum GPA: 2.950 Must be at least Junior standing.
Remarks: 217/94 Sign-ups posted - deadline 2-9-94
Work Location: Portland Oregon
work as co-op May through December.
Information meeting: Wed. , Feb. 23, 1994. Location not deter
mined as of yet.

Company: US Gypsum
Method: PRESCREEN
Date of Interview: 02124
Majors: MECH MIN
Minimum GPA: 2.450 Must be at least Junior standing.
Remarks: 213/94, Thursday, posted for sign-ups Deadline 2/4/94
Work location: Sperry, Iowa
Start work summer 1994
Information meeting - Wednesday, February 23, 1994,5:30 Mark
Twain
Room, UCE
-Must have completed all sophomore level courses

Method: PRESCREEN
Company: Wolf Creek Nuclear Operating
Date of Interview:
Majors: CIVL ELEC MECH NUCL
Minimum GPA: 2.000 Must be at least Sophomore standing.
Remarks: 219/94 sign-ups posted - Deadline 2110/94-Company
not interviewing on campus
Work Location: Burlington, Kansas
Company requires a cover letter to accompany resume & tran
script.
Make cover letter Attn: WCNOC Attn: David Reynolds (WCHR),
POBox
411, Burlington, KS 66839-0411. Bring to Co-op Office no later
than 2110/94. Work 5-15-94 through 12/31/94

Company: Advanced Circuitry Dlv-Lltton Sys.
Method: Open
Date of Interview: 03/30
Majors: MECH CHE ELEC
Minimum GPA: 2.000 Must be at least Sophomore standing.
Remarks: 3/15/94, Tuesday, posted for sign-ups
Deadline 3/23/94
WORK LOCATION: SPRINGFIELD, MO
START WORK SUMMER, FALL 1994

34
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Summer Employment
SUMMER EMPLOYMENT SCHEDULE INFORMATION
FOR THE WEEKS OF: FEB 28 - MARCH 4
MARCH 7 - MARCH 11

PROCTER & GAMBLE COMPANY
Method: PRESCREEN
Date of Interview: 03/02
One Procter & Gamble P
Cincinnati,OH 45202-3315
Attn: Ms. Barbara Hoffman
Scheduling Coordinator
Degree Level: B M
Majors:
CHE ELEC MECH CIVL
Grad Dates: One year from final graduation
Minimum GPA: 2.000
Citizenship: US/Perm
Positions Available: Manufacturing Division - Product Supply Sys
Plant Manufacturing Management
Position Location: Cape Girardeau, MO
Deadline for submitting resumes: February 2

FACTORY MUTUAL ENGINEERING ASSC.
Method: PRESCREEN
3300 Rider Trail Rd. S
Date of Interview: 02/28
Earth City, MO 63045-1310
Attn: Mr. Bob Graeler
Recruiting Coordinator
Degree Level: B
Majors:
MECH ELEC CIVL EMAN AERO
Grad Dates: 0594 0794
Minimum GPA: 2.000
Citizenship: US Only
Position Available: Loss Prevention Consultant
Location: St. Louis/Midwest
Deadline for submitting resumes : January 31

J.I. CASE
Method: 1/2 PRESCREEN, 1/2 OPEN
7 S. 600 County Line Road
Date of Interview: 03/03
Hinsdale, IL 60521
Attn: Mr. John Volpe, Human Resource Specialist
Degree Level: B M
Majors:
MECH
Grad Dates: 0594 0794
Minimum GPA: 3.150
Citizenship: US/Perm
Position Available:
Position Location:
Deadline for submitting resumes: February 3

-'

, .

SCS ENGINEERS , -Method: OPEN SIGN-UP
10401 Holmes Road, Suite 400
Date of Intl?rv!ew: 02/28
Kansas City, MO 64131
Attn: Mr. Dan T. Evans
Senior Project Engineer
Degree Level: B
Majors:
CIVL MIN
Grad Dates: 1293 05940794
Minimum GPA: 2.950
Citizenship: US Only
Position Available: ' Engry LeveIlE.I.T.
Position Location: Kansas City, MO
Sign-Up Date: February 8

THE BOEING COMPANY - WICHITA
Method: PRESCREEN
P. O. Box 7730, MS K80-03
Date of Interview: 03/03
Wichita, KS 67277-7730 :Attn: Mr. Bill VanderWall Administrator
Degree Level: B
Majors:
AERO MECH MET CIVL CHE
Minimum GPA: 2.000
Grad Dates: 059400
Citizenship: US/Perm
Positions Available: Stop by 304 Norwood for complete listing
Position Location: Wichita, KS
Deadline for submitti ng-applications: February 3

LEYCONS
225Iowa I
Muscatine
Attn: Mr. 1
Hum
Degree Le
Majors:
Grad Date

Minimum ~

Citizenship
Position AI
Position Lc
Deadline Ie

BERMA

(1) WOItlI
LACLEDE GAS COMPANY
Method: PRESCREEN
720 Olive Street
Date of Interview;: 03/01
St. Louis, MO 63101
Attn: Ms. Donna Krutzman Manager of Employment
Degree Level : B
Majors:
CHE MECH
Grad Dates: 05940794
Minimum GPA: 2.650
Citize nship: US/Perm
Position Available:
Position Location:
Deadline for subm itting resume s: February 1
.

AT&T

UNION ELECTRIC COMPANY
Method: OPEN-SIGNUP
P. O. Box 149
Date of Interview: 03/01
St. Louis, MO 63166
Attn: Ms. Johnetta Carver, Employment Supervisor
Degre.e Level : B
Majors:
MECH ELEC
Grad Dates: 0594 0794
Minimum GPA: 2.450
Citizenship: US/Perm
Position Available:
Position Location: St. Louis, MO and Mid-Missouri
SIGN-UP DATE: February 8

OKLAHOMA GAS AND ELECTRIC
Method: PRESCREEN
P. O. Box 321
Date of Interview: 03/08
Oklahoma City, OK 73101
Attn : Ms. Millie J. Tibbits, Supervisor - Placement & Affirmative
Action
Degree Level: B
Majors:
ELEC MECH
Grad Dates: 0594 0794
Minimum GPA: 2.000
Citizenship: US/Perm
Position Location:' Various Oklahoma locations
Deadline for submitting applications: February 8

'-,

Method: PRESCREEN
Date of Interview: 03/04

3000 Skyline Drive
Mesquite, TX 75149
Attn: Ms. A. (Mel) Gonzales, Personnel Supervisor
Degree Level: B M
Majors:
ELEC MECH CMPS
Grad Dates: 059407941 2
Minimum GPA: 2.950
Citizenship: US/Perm
Position Available: Process Engineering, Supervisory, Mfg,
Research & Development, Project Management
Position Location : Nationwide
Deadline for submitting resumes: February 3
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E TRANE COMPANY
Method : PRESCREEN
CONTECH CONSTRUCTION PRODUCTS, INC.
3600 Pammel Creek Road
~ate of Interview: 03/08 & 9
Method: PRESCREEN
La Crosse, WI 5460 1
Date of Interview: 03/08
1001 Grove Street
Attn : Mr. Michael D. Malone, College Recruiter
Middletown, OH 45044
Degree Level: B
Attn: Mr. Th omas Severski
Majors:
MECH ELEC EMAN
Recruiting Representative
Grad Dates: 059400
Degree Level : B '
, .,'
Minimum GPA: 2.450
Majors:
CIVL
Citizenship: US/P€rm
',"'1.
','
Grad Dates: 1293 0594 0794
:.~
Position Available: Sales Engineer
Minimum GPA: 2.450
Position Location: 81 major U.S. cities
Citizenship: US/Perm
Deadline for submitting resumes : February 8
Position Available: Sares EngineerlT-echnical Sales
.',
Position Location: Nationwide
Deadline for submitting resumes: February 8
~ NLEY CONSULTANTS
Method : PRESCREEN
225 Iowa Avenue
Date of Interview:' 03/08
, .
~'.
Muscatine, IA 52761
Attn: Mr. Tom Walgren
Human Resource Officer
Degree Level: B
MG INDUSTRIES
Majors:
CHE CIVL ELEC MECH
Date of Interview: 03/02
Grad Dates: 0594 0794
FISHER CONTROLS
Minimum GPA: 2.450
Date of Interview: 03/07
Citizenship: US/Perm
MEMC ELECTRONICS
Position Available: Entry-level Engineer
Date of Interview: 03/03
Position Location: Muscatine, IA
DETAILS NOT AVAILABLE AT THIS TIME
Deadline for submitting applications : February 8
~
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Wednesday, February 2, 1994

Missouri Miner

UMR SPRIN(; FILM SERIES
FEBRUARY 1 - ALIEN N A T I O N _
JAMES CAAN,MANDY PATINKIN. DirectedbyGrahamBaker. R-1988.
A tough police officer is determined to bring his partner's killer to justice.
Patinkin is the mysterious alien "immigrant" cop who becomes his new
partner.
FEBRUARY 8 - PASSION FISH
MARY MCDONNELL, ALFRE WOODARD, DAVID STRATHAIRN.
Directed by John Sayles. R -1992. InJohn Sayles' critically acclaimed drama,
two women-one an embittered soap opera star crippled by a random
calamity, the other a nurse running away from a few problems of her ownforge a life-affirming friendship.
FEBRUARY 15 - PLACES.IN THE HEART
SALLY FIELD, DANNY GLOVER, ED HARRIS, LINDSAY CROUSE.
Directed by Robert Benton. PG - 1984. Sally Field gives an Oscar winning
performance as a young widow struggling to survive on a cotton farm in
Robert Benton' s nostalgic evocation of life in his hometown during the
Depression.
FEBRUARY 22 - SEARCIDNG FOR BOBBY FISHER
BEN KINGSLEY, JOE MANTEGNA, L<\URENCE FlS'HBURNE, MAX
POMERANC. Directed by Steve Zaillian.PG - 1993. Chess,prodigy, Max
Pomeranc, makes all the right moves as real-life, seven year .old chess
champion Josh Waitzkin, an ordinary boy with an extraordinary·gift. His
devoted parents are torn between helping him develop his talent and preserving
his childhood. Fishburne is Josh's streetwise mentor, and. Kingsley is the
burned-out thessmaster who thinks Josh could be the next Bobby Fischer.

MARCH 29 - FRk'lK FILLO'S FAVORITE SHORTS
Missouri film and video maker, Frank Fillo, hosts this evening's program
of the funniest and boldest short features ever produced, including Powers of
Thn, Ouasi at the Ouackadero, and The Wizard of Time and Speed.

'MAGICAL!

APRIL 12 - 11\.0 THE WEST
.\ \ lu<I S.. f",
GABRIEL BYRNE. ELLEN BARKIN.
TIl< Wh"I,' bm;l,·r
Directed by Mike Newell.
PG - 1992. Inspired by their grandfather'S
tall tales, two motherless brothers leave
their grim Dublin tenement and ride off on
a stolen white stallion in search of a
mythical land populated by cowboys and
Indians. The pair embark on a mystical odysseyacrosslreland'srugged
landscape, with their dbWO"and- out father (Byrne), his sympathetic friend
(Barkin), and the horse's irate owner in.frantic pursuit.
APRIL 19 - MY mVN PRIVATE-IDAHO
RIVERPHOENIX,KEANUREEVES. Directed by Gus VanSant. R-I99l.
Gus VanSant looks at love, loss, and loneliness in this wrenching story of two
teenage prostitutes searching for affection and acceptance in the streets of
Portland, Seattle, Idaho, and·Rome.

APRlL 26 - NIGHTON EARTH
WINONA RYDER, GENA ROWLANDS, GlANCARLO ESPOSITO,
ARMIN MVELLER-STAHL.
Directed by Jim Jarmusch.
R-I992. DirectorJimJarmuschwhosecult
favorites Stranger Than .Paradise and
MysteQ' Train have earned him a loyal
following, returns with this collection of
five seriocomic vignettes. Night on Earth
weaves a haunting, hypnotic spell as it
travels through a ;SUITeall:fiidscape
popUlated by some oddly compelling
charncters.
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MARCH 1- DAS BOOT (THE BOAT)
JUGENPROCHNOW,HERBERTGRONEMEYER.DirectedbyWolfgang
Petersen. R - 1981. ~ delivers an amazingly accurate account of the
terrible hardships endured by German sailors when their U-boat was·forced
to unheard-of depths during World War II.

l\1A Y 3- MR. HUL01?S HOLIDAY
JACQUESTATI, NATHALIEPASCAUO, LOUIS PERRAULT. Directed
by Jacques Tati. NR - 1953. Jacques Tat! introduces his famous character
Mr. Hulot in this.hilarious satire·of vacationers at a French sea-side resort.
Tati himself portrays Hulot, whose mere presence provokes non-stop
catastrephes and absurd .situations.
.

MARCH 8 - HOUSEHOLD SAINTS
TRACEY ULLMAN, VINCENT D'ONOFRIO, ilLI TAYLOR,JUOmI
MALINA. Directed by Nancy Savoca.
•
"O\E OF TIlE BEST FIL\!S
R - 1993. Based on the novel by Francine
Prose, three generations of Italian American
"OF THE' EAR!"
.." , \ 111 \t I \Ulli
women struggle with the ties that bind in this
critically acclaimed mystical fable. When
Joseph Santangelo wins his wife in a pinochle
game, a bizarre family saga that mayor may
4}iamh
not be divinely inspired begins.
( ",~"
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MARCH 15-1 LOVE YOU TO DEATH
KEVIN KLINE, WILUAM HURT, TRACEY ULLMAN, RIVER
PHOENIX, KEANU REEVES . Directed by Lawrence Kasdan.
R - 1990. Oscar wimier Kevin Kline and Tracey Ullman star in a zany
comedy that is based on a true story. Ullman is a devoted wife who will kill
for love; Kline is a philandering husband who dies for it.
MARCH 22 - TIE ME UP! TIE ME DOWN!
VICTORlAABRlL,ANTONIOBANDERAS.
, . . . - - - - - -..
Directed by Pedro Almodovar. NC -17 1990. A former mental patient forsakes
flowers and candy in favor of a very
unusual method of courtship ill Pedro
Almodovar's wonderfully twist!:d boy meets-girl tale.

.
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TUESDAYS 7:00 P.M~
MILES AUDITORIUM·
TheUMR Film Series is supported in part by a grant from the
Missouri Arts Council.
Program Director is James Bogan, UMR Professor of Art.
Course Instructor is Mary Bogumil
Season tIckets: $20.00 (includes $1.17 tax)
Individual admission $3.00 (includes $0.18 tax)
Fee payable by check or cash.
Make checks payable to: University of Missouri-Rolla
Tickets will be available at the door.
For more information call 341-4869.
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